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The truth shall not live quietly

Tue~day,.January 10. 1995 )

,
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President discusses "High Performance Campus" at Winter Co~vocation
Veri presented with S year reco1:nition pin

By William c. Holmes

uc Editor-in-Chief

·
The University h~ld its Winter
Convocation on Thursday. January 5 at 4: 15 P.M. SSU President
Dr. Clive C. Verispokeaboutthe
Ohio Board of Regents' plan to
.change the funding mode!.
The new .model will include
funding based on University per-

formance accordance to their mission and iMprovement in those
areas. The OBR has approved the
University's mission statement.
Themodelwillconsistoffunding based on enrollment, achievementaccordingtoitsmissionstatement, and innovation. The base
for the will include the traditional

Bear Repair: "Tech Whiz Kids

invent computer. repair program

By Jim Tbu1np ov
uc features Eduor
At 7 P. •• Thursday evenln
(12-01-94 ,: i;pc ·i;d 1:vent wa
i.ta ed in computer lab I03 of rhe
Adv.anccd Technal gk,. Cente ,
where two ~mput« classes't!em•
onstratcd lhcir uwi, cop •righlcd
pr ~c~t--o program i.:allcd "Be,.1
Repair " This program , ill m ni•
or omputer rq,afr tall between
the repair-room base and an !auhy
terminal througbout th campus.

ThtS spei;ial demonstrafioo sho ·c.ased !he new ystem i fun -

lions, and credited the hard work
of team members. The event was

atn!ruled by the following gu ~ts.
1,tnf digrµtarics.ceamscholars,!llld
in tr!l<'lors:

Dr. A L. Addin nm. ·. U Pn -

Y05l

'eruee O1tcns, M E<l., Diri:c10r, Academic Comp ting
Gary Stonletnyer, A :.i tant
D recior. cadennc Computing
· evm ._clap1l,
~i t r Pro-

(

tcssor, En,gtneering Tcchnologie~
and Com uter Sdmce (tcltm instnu;:tor
Pete Ounc:1n Drra..'lor, Medla

Tcchnotogies--dt?mo installer
Dr. Clive en, SSUPre idcnl,
had is tcd the lab wlier 1h the
day and saJuled we pmj ~• bul
ould not a.trend due to • prior

commitmC11t.

Copyright credits.

e ttri~

ssembly, Depgn

Testing

uted as follow

by:
Jenny King, .Aniui Dingess.

P,atnck: Wilb ms. Ken~ Orimm.
trob 'fJan.ltr. SWll Yer riti, foe
Moncoe, Warren
han, Joe
CllJllpb II, D · n W IIii • h.linc
B ldw10. am! J~l Y ung

Programmlng b

AnilJl Dinges , P'atnck WilJ-

iDms KennyGrinun. WartenClmn,
D011 WiHi Shan~ D. ldwin, Jeff
YQ1mg, Dann~ tone., Tan I Dodds,
Condnued on page: 3

area of enrollment. The funding is nor Voinovich, members of the
based on FTE's or Full Time General Assembly, the Ohio OfEquivalents. Funding is based on fice of Budget and Management,
the subject areas and the course and the editorial boards of newslevel the students are registered.
papers in Ohio's major cities
Veri stated, "The 'new case' Whether the new case is funded at
for support is described in ''The the requested levels or not, my
High Performance Campus" from strong feeling is that "The High
the Ohio Board of Regents. It has · Performance Campus" is Ohio's
been received very well by higher already accepted five-year plan."
education advisory bodies, GoverThe president listed five goals

Professor lectures in Russia

News Release

Dr.HagopS.Pambookian,Professorof Psychology,justreturned
from Russia following a series of
professional visits, meetings and
lecture in Moscow, Yaroslavl,and
in Nizhny Novgorod (formerly,
Gorky).
Pambookian was in Russia,
November 30 to December 16,
1994 as the guest of the Institute of
Psychology, the Russian Academy
of Sciences. Academician Andrey
V. Brusblinsky, who is the director
of the Institute of Psychology, had
invited him to Russia to give lectures, visit psychology departments
at various higher educational insti•
tutions, and have meetings and discussion of professional coopera•
tion with leaders in Russian
psychology.
In Moscow, Pambookian met
and had discussions with Dr.
Brushlinsky, the directs the IPRAS
where more than 200 psychologists are active in several laboratories and groups doing research,
consultantship and teaching. He

) For er SSU student ties
the knot in Russia
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met also with various heads of
labs including Dr. Vladimir A.
Barabanschikov, Dr. Tatyana N.
.Ushakova, Dr. Vera A. Koltzova,
Dr. VladimirM.Rusalov,OlgaF.
Potemkin,andDr.FelixE.Ivanov.
Pambookian also met with
Yuri N. Oleinik, dean of the Psychoio De.
cnt at the Insti•

for the University to accomplish:
dedication to undergraduate education, focusing on excellence in
teaching, increase college attendance rates of Appalachians, improving the retention rate of enrolled studenis, and operating
within financial limitations. He
stated, "Shawnee· State's people
have faced similar odds in the past
Continued on page 2

tuteofYouth,openedin 1993,for
thetrainingofpractisingpsycholo•
gist. He gave a lecture on "U.S.
Psychology" to the psychology students there. He also visited the
Lomonosov Moscow State University, established in 1755, where
he was received by Dr. Evgeny A.
Continued on page 2
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Pamboaklu ( SU) & Vlldlmlr A. Bll.l'ilhanitaehlkov (lPRAS)

The Univ
Convocation from page I

and have overcome them. I see no
reason why we will not again rise
' to the task. We simply must•have
the collective will to be creative
and innovative as we focus our
efforts on meeting our unique calling and special' niche in higher
education."
Veri was also presented with
his five year pin by new Board of
TrusteesChairTomReynolds. Veri
became president of Shawnee State
in July of 1989.
Reynolds also congratulated the
other members of the University .
Corr. :iunity who were awarded 5,
IO, 15, and 20 year pins. Those
who have served the institution for
25 years received watches.
Recipients included: 5 yearsStephen Gregory (Talent Search
Director), Jean Sisler (Athletics

Secretary), Sandra Yuenger
(Transfer Placement Technician),
· Gregory Bond (Print Shop Operator), Douglas Boyles (Electronics
Technicians), Betty Forbes (Secretary, Personnel Office), Delmer
Johnson (Custodian), Sharon
Messer
(Cashier),
Gary
Stottlemyer (Assistant Director of
Academic Computing) , Carl
Wooten (Custodian), Dr. Kendall
D' Andrade (AssistantProfessorof
Philosophy), Mary Dillard (Associate Professor1Coordinator of
Developing Reading), Steven
Doster (Assaciate Professor of Accounting), Dr. Robert Forrey (Professor of English), Dr. Stylianos
Hadjiyannis (Associate Professor
of Political Science), Jeff Humble
(Senior Instructor Plastics Engineering Tech.), Jeffery Legg (Li-

brary Clerk/Technical· Services), Sandra Lit~le (Secretary Student Worker), James Lockert (Utility
Dr. Jinlu Li (Associate Professor Activities/Auxiliaries), Tom Worker), Ann Williams (Mail
of Mathematics), Kristen Liles Charles (Director of Transfer Clerk/Switchboard Operator), Paul
(Secretary/Media Services), Dr. Placement), Edward Long (Pool Winn (General Maintenance MeLarry Looney (Assistant Professor Operator), Dr. Steve Midkiff (Reg- chanic), Helen Fagan (Library
of Physics), Dr. James Miller (As- istrar), Richard Dickerson (Utility Clerk), Virginia Ramey (Director
sistant Professor of Sociology), Worker), William Grooms (Util- of Tech Prep Ohio South ConsorSherri Powell (Administrative As- ity Worker), Fred Powell (Utility
Con tin ued on page 18
sistant to the Provost), Lane -~--•_..._-_-_-_..:_-_:_-_-_..:_-_-_-_-::--:_-_-_•,:-_•_:_-,:_•:_-:_-_.._•:_-:_-,:-_--:_-:_-,:-_...,:_-:,:,.
Raiser (Assistant Professor of
Painting); Carol Sexton (Sec[3
retary of Department of Math396S S1llit Newt Boeton
4S6-6411
ematics and Natural Science),
T•lcl
Aiv1nt191
of
our
Coinputer
S•l•I
Marla Thoroughman (Associate Professor of Medical
486 DX2/66 •1496
486 DLC/40 •1109
Laboratory), . Margaret
*Multi-Media/SoundPak ,
*4 megs ram
*4 megs ram
*420 meg hard drive
Warnock (Library Clerk/
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Technical Services), Dr.
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*101 keyboard
*101
keyboard
Zhanbo Yang (Associate Pro*2s/1p/1g ports - mouse
*2s/1p/1g ports - mouse
*1 meg SVGA card
fessor of Mathematics).
*1 megSVGA
*1024 x 768 monitor
10 years: Richard Hopkins
• Joystick/Speakers/Mic
*1024 x 768 non-int monitor
386 DX/40 t919
(Sports <;enter Attendant),
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Professor in Russia from page I

Klimov. the Dean of the Psychol- with Dr. Gennady S. Shliakhtin,
ogy Faculty, and his associates -- his host and the head of the UNN
Dr. Sergei Smirnov, Dr. Yuri Psychology Department, (a) the
Samonenko, Dr. Olga Noskova, Nizhny Novgorod Institute for the
and Dr. Islam Eliasov. They dis- Development of Education and met
cussed various psychological is- with its Protector, Dr. Gerasim A.
' sues and matters of concern to Mkrtchyan and his associates; (b)
Russian an U.S. Psychologists. Th~ the Volga-Viatsky Personnel RePsychology Faculty has more than gion.al Center established in 1992
200 -l'rofessors, lecturers, and re- and had discQssions with Dr. Vasse
search associates involved in vari- V. Bolshakova, head of the Psyous departments and laboratories. chology Department, and her colPambookian then spent two leagues, and with the Deputy Didays in Yaroslavl, for lect~res and ·~ector, Dr. Alexander 0 . Sukhanov,
meetings_at Yaroslavl State Uni- and (c) the NITELffV Plant where
he met with Dr. Vladimir N.
versity.
In
Nizhny
Novgorod, Zemyelkin, the Psychology DepartPambookian gave several seminars ment head, and his colleagues.
Although Pambookian had
and lectures at the University of
Nizhny Novogorod and at other been to U.S.S.R. several times folinstitutes. He had professional dis- lowi~g his Senior Fulbright Felcussions with Rector Alexander F. lowship (1978-79) at the Yerevan
Khokhlov, Prorectors Roman G. State University in the then Soviet
Strongin and Vladmire Lebedev of Republic of Armeni, this was his
the University of Nizhny fourth visit to Russia since April
Novogorod, with whom Shawnee 1992, when with Dr. CliveC. Veri,
State University has a Student Ex- thepresidentofShawneeState Unichange Program. Pambookian versity, he spent a week in Nizhny
played a key role in the establish- Novgorod as the guest of the Uniment of this first SSU studer.t -ex- versity of Nizhny Novogorod for
ch ngc: with the UN1 . He visited lectures and • finalization: of the

enderson.
Over four years experience in
professional printing and writing
services

386 SX/40

Agreement of Cooperation
between the two institutions
of higher education. He was
there also as a Visiting Professor of Psychology and as a
guest of honor at the 75th
anniversary celebrations of
the Unh;enj,ty of Nizhny
Novgo,::!')d' 5:411tablishment.
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Bear Repair from page I

Jay Scott, Andy Bohach, Martin opment statistics, for the project,
Meadows, Larry Kishbaugh, and entailed 26,891 lines of code, 52
program files, 472 procedures and
Troy Tolle
· Supervising and Production by: functions, and IO tables; totaling
1, 700-2,000 hours of work. That's
Kevin Schott
Instructor Kevin Schott, project an amazing total of about 35
leader, and Dr. Ottens welcomed "megs". Their only help was in the
Chronicle reporters and editorial use of the "FoxPro" (@) "lowerstaff upon their arrival at the event. case" programming software fool,
Instructor Schott credited the stu- only a basic starter. Such analysis
dents who put the project together, might entail a cost of $20,000 as
but confessed that he shared the an industry project, "off-campus".
idea and challenged his students to The twenty students on the project
expand the concept.
team (two computer classes parThe 11roceedings centered ticipated) put 1, 700-2,000 hou.rs
around :, dias area along the west of work into the project. Some even
wall, wh~re Library Facilities Me- invested in software tools so they
dia Director Pete Duncan, Dr. Gary could work at home. One can imagStottlemeyer, and staff had set up a ine the cost this would have enportable, high-level monitor so tailed, had such a project been uneveryone in the room could follow dertaken by $30,000 salaried
the step-by-step demonstration of technicians in private industry! For
example, student/technician Sam
how the system works.
Beginning the demonstration, Yerardi created the big blue screen
MC Kevin Schott, gave the fol- bear logo with tedious free-hand
electronic art work, not the usual
lowing opening results:
"The basic idea hit me first, but drawing-tool software; a maddenI would like to credit the students ing demonstration of perfection. It
for all the real work and design greatly enhances the initial impact
which spun from the basic con- of the package."
cept. Esi·•·ntially, this program alInstructor Schott then turned
lows the A.TC repair center to moni- the demonstration lecture over to
tor comput~r repair calls from Shane Baldwin, whose project conoutlying terminals, assign repair tribution prepared him to explain
jobs, and monitor follow-up re- the overall system. As he lectured,
sults, day-by-day, without the ne- he used the high-level monitor as a
cessity of sending a technician to screen on which to actually demthe trouble spot until--and unless- onstrate a typical test of the usage.
-the reported problem requires.such
Next, Shane Baldwin called on
work. It will save hours of foot- student Kenny Grimm to demonwork and inspection now required strate how the system might work
as a technician goes to the trouble in a typical repair call transaction.
Then Shane demonstrated this
spot to diagnose the trouble, when
the unit may not need hands-on step, "pathing" across the various
adjustment or the unplugging of screen menus to define a likely
repair problem and the computer's
the unit for shop work.
I wish to salute the students location.
This prompted several incisive
and credit the skill and effort they
put into the invention. The devel- questi6ns ~y the official guests:

DR. ADDINGTON: Who puts
in the repair call from a computer
station? STUDENT BALDWIN:
The untrained user can initiate the
call. If the faulty unit, itself, cannot be used to transmit a valid call,
the call can be "keyed in" from any
nearby unit, using the unit map in
the system.
DR.ADDINGTON: I see. Do
you consider this program "userfriendly":
can the non-expert use the system easily?
STUDENT BALDWIN: Yes,
anyone should be able to use this
system, pathing, logically, through
the easy icon displays on the screen.
Also, we are packaging a user
guide booklet and computer "help"
screens to guide the first-time
caller. (demonstration employed)
DR .. ADDINGTON: Can the
base repair supervisor identify the
caller, to pin down the call and
have "fail-·s afe'' against virus or
sabotage?
STUDENT BALDWIN: Yes,
the base monitor has a map screen
and other checks against both errors and virus.
(demonstrates)

DR.

ADD-

DR.

ADD-

INGTON: Are
there any existing
software programs
which·do the same·
job?
STUDENT
BALDWIN: No.
This is the first
program which
functions just this
way.

At this point, Instructor Schott working on it. But, thanks to the
demonstrated some more of the students' extra efforts, we have
repair base-station options in the put in place a system we think will
system, particularly the capacity be flexible enough to cover all orto chart repair operations over a dinary repair-call contingencies,
period of time:
for some time to come. The major
SCHOTT (demonstrating on innovations in their design was so
terminal): Note here the "Problem timely and vital, that they have
Frequency Graph". With this, we been awarded with a pizza party,
can keep track of the types of prob- to follow this event! ·
lems encountered, and their freWith this, the demonstration
quency, as recorded from the sev- wound down and concluded with
eral computers on line.
applause from all visitors, several
DR. ADDINGTON: Is this sys- ·of who stayed behind for informatem simple enough for the average tional questions and feedback from
user to access, when calling for the students. As the group exited
repairs from a given station?
the room, congratulatory handSCHOTT: Yes, it employs, as shakes and back-slapping were
you see here, several self-explana- peppered all about, and Chronicle
tory caller menu screens. Too, we visitors took the occasion to thank
will be sending, to every user loca- Dr. Ottens, Instructor Schott, and ·
tion, a printed manual on how to the students for their hospitality,
access the system.
inventiveness, and accomplishDR. ADDINGTON: Is there a ment. In service, this clever invenbuilt-in contingency option for ex- tion should save the university
panded growth, in the number of funds in added efficiency and
new computers which might be should enhance the school's repuadded later, across the entire cam- tation in the field of computer scipus?
ence, as a patent-lab "real-world"
SCHOTT: Not yet, but we're teaching institution

Are yOU seetng s=tarS?

INGTON: I'm impressed! The marketing potential is
obvious!

U' no-t. maybe·you should. ·
Wee.an he,lp.

354 2981

OPEN: Monday- Saturday 11 a.m. - Midnight

2919 Walnut Street, Portsmouth
Behind clare's Cleaners

--

- .
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One thing was very clear about
the · November elections. Voters
want a responsible government, free
of corruption and waste. Apparently,
the Governor did not hear this message as he has recently moved to
replace Ohio's corruption fighterInspector David Sturtz.
As the only independent watchdog of our state government's executive branch, Inspector General
Dave Sturtz has served honorably
and efficiently under two governors
since 1988 and has aggressively and
successfully rooted out governmental corruption, saving Ohio taxpayers' millions of dollars. Most recently, Inspector General Sturtz
exposed the misspending of $23
million in waterway improvement
funds by the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources.
Investigations by Inspector General Sturtz have also probed waste,
fraud, and abuse in several other
agencies including the Department
of Health, Department of Human
Services, Equal ·Opportunity Employment Center, and the
Governor's Office of Criminal Justice Services. Inspector General
Sturtz also investigated the Provident Bank case, whereby officials

from the Commerce Department and
the GoYcrnor' s Office intervened and
tried to settle the $15.9 million taxpayers' lawsuit for only $3.4 million, $200,000 less than the bank had
previously offered!!
Perhaps most importantly, as
Ohio's first Inspector General, Dave
Sturtz has shouldered the added responsibility of establishing an offic:- ,vhr-re integrity, independence,
and freedom from political influence arc absolutely necessary. Inspector General Sturtz met this responsibility well, and has set high
standards·for the office. Now the
future independence of the Inspector General's office is in doubt.
(Lacking any compelling reason to
do so), the Governors' decision to
arbitrarily replace Ohio's Inspector General sends the wrong message to th~ Ohio taxpayers regarding corruption in Ohio Government.
That is why reports have overwhelmingly urged the Governor to
re-appoint Dave Sturtz as Ohio's
Inspector General. Unfortunately,
Governor Voinovich has chosen to
disregard the many requests to reappoint Ohio Inspector General
Sturtz, and chosen to show him the
door instead.

As a sma.11 point of confidence
building for tht: Ohio taxpayer, ·the
new Inspector General-designate
will be subject to confirmation
hearings in the Ohio Senate. The
new appointee, will undergo the
advice and consent process to establish their non-partisan qualifi.cations and to make sure that the
independence of the Office of Inspector General would nev_er be
compromised by a history of partisan political activity.
As your State Senator, I pledge
to take my Constitutional duty to
advise and consent on gubernatorial appointments very seriously.
Ohio's new "watchdog" must be
closely scrutinized to protect the
taxpayers against government corruption and to prevent any lowering of the high ethical standards
set by Inspector General Sturtz.
If you would like more information on this or any other state
issue, please feel free to call toll
free at 1-800-282-0253 or write
me at: The Ohio Senate, Room
134, Statehouse, Columbus, Ohio
43215-4211.
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Melanie Carter
Irontoq, OH

Jan Michael Long
State Senator

The University Chronicle Letter to the Editor Policy
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Besides, this way we could keep
the smoke to ourselves. If you are a
smoker, then you know what I am
talking about. Thank yea
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construction going .>n, don't you
think we could affori a secluded
shelter area for the smokers? It would
look better than all those black flower
pots you call ashtrays! Not having a
smoking area does not niean you do
not have smoker;;
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To the Editor:
I believe in.non-smoking areas
for those who despise smoke, but
for those who do smoke, give us a
break PLEASE!.There could be at
least one sheltered area in which we
could enjoy a cigarette. With all the

Sincerely
Kathleen Simon
Professor, English

State·-.Senator criticizes Governor's replacement

paper, in vehii:le of expression for the Univemty ommutl.lfy.
Opiniom exprcsstd in the neMpapcr arc not nec~y those of the
adviser, Editor, Univtr$ity p ~ l . or the Umve,srty
Op;mian and ideas e,tprefled on the opiruon pages represent the V1ews
1

would also like to argue that most
people rea~ the student newspaper
to find out what is happening at
SSU, not to learn how to purchase a
pre-owned vehicle.

Smoker wants University· to create smoking area

atures Editor
Jim Thomson

Anne Hackman
Lee Ann Henry
Beth Francisco
Rebecca Fugate
Jimmy Meade
Ruth Meade
Rose Ann Russell-Rc,:-1e
Diana Ulsh

To the Editor,
veiled attack on the paper's editor,
WhilereadingtheNovember22 accusinghimofnotpublishing"useissue ofThe University Chronicle, I ful" articles. Although I have no idea
noticedanarticleaboutbuyingused what the problem is between Mr.
cars written by Austin Leedom. Al~ Leedom and Mr. Holmes, I would
though I am not really interested in like to point out that Bill Holmes is
that subject, I did skim the first few oneofthehardestworkingpeopleon
paragraphs and was surprised to dis- this campus, and, in my opinion, he is
cover that the article was a thinly- -doing an exemplary job as editor. I

TheUniversit_vChromcleenoourage-s ils readers to resportd

to the editor and e press

spondCllCC to 150 words if possible. The Unil•ersity Chronicle re-

beu view and opuuons ,_..----- -

'J,runiclere -~· t erigbttolimit
publicationoi 1ctters from frequent
wnta:s.
The
U111vers1ty
Cltrorn'cl~ &lso r-escrv.es he right

1

lo not pub Ii h lettc:rs which ap-

ot' article appearing iit

th~ DC'lr':Spll~r.
pearcd in other new papers.
Address letters to MtAll letters must be signed
ttr to tbe Edttol", Tit«
and coo lain addresses and teleV •l'Vttr:dty Clm11dcl~,
phone numbtrs f writers or
S U, Maule 411. 940 1-~----,-- - -- - - - -- - ~ verification_ Writers must ign
ee<>ad trHt, Portsabove their typed names.
mouth Ohio 456'2. Leite~ may
serves the right to edit letters for
Waters w.bo pecson.aJ.Jy deliver
lso be personaHy delivered to
length~
lettorstothcnewspapero(ficemay
the newspaper offi e in MHsie
The Univcr:nIJ,' Chronic/it re- be uked to show identification.
411.
serves t.he right to not pubh h ~- Other formsofvcrificatiQD will be
The best read lcttcnaR brief.
ters containing obscenities. pro- used foi lenen mailed to The UttiWritors 3hould timil their corrcftnity or libel. Th~ Ulli\lersiry ver.rlty Chronicle.

to the

Ed •

1tor

itv Forum
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A letter o~Thanksgiving _.; _; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;__

(UNIVERSITY CALENDAR)
I JANtJAiq]

(L-R) Poll
\/or an n,
President of
lgrna

Tuesda , .Januan 10
Locatiore AT Bui1 lng/
Im : l0.30 a.n1.

Women's Baskelbatl Gurne SSU v . Mt
Location: Hom
ime: 7 p.m.

Pres.id~,

t. Jo cph

l ·st Dy to Adda Class

,:

n· Haske ball

Wednesclay January 11

r

A.· ·es~ment Tc:st

m 134

U

v.. Cincinnati BC

i

Gruup.

a

Thursday, January 12

Dociltlon: Awa
Time: 7: 0 p.m.
Dear Editp.:
Monday, November 21, a
Thanksgiving lunch was served to
between to between four and five
hundred members of the University
Community at Shawnee State University. This i!; :.r. an:mal event sponsored by the Campus _Ministry and
the University's Committee of Nine.
Many members of the university
community brought covered dishes
to share. The rest of the meal was
provided at no cost at the generosity
of the following people: Delta Sigma
Tau Sorority, the Student Programming Board, the University Student
Senate, Southern Ohio/Northern
Kentucky Labor Management Con-

SU

50N5

We 1.nen',
Basketball
Tournam n

Janu ry 29, 12: Op . .

Altbt:til: en er
'ign up by January 20,
199 in room l 07 l ilie
P. . Link/ Althc ic Dept.
For more information
, ll Kristie Adkins o
Ralph Ka: anaugh · l Ex.t.
487 or · 5 -2487

ference Board, Post 23 of the American Legion, Scioto ville United Methodist Women, First Presbyterian
Church, All Saints Episcopal
Church, Valley United· Me~odist
Church, First Unitt·!: Methodist
Church, First Chri;,i.ian Church,
Emanuel United Methodist Church,
and Saint Mary Catholic Church.
The enclosed photo shows Polly
Workman,PresidentofDeltaSigma

Tau, handing a check to Kris Liles, a
member of the Committee of Nine,
and of the Campus Ministry's ·
Wednesday Group. Dr. Bill Rogers,
President of the Campus Ministry
Board, commented "it is good to see
the entire University Community
come together in an expression of
gratitude to God."
Evan D. Fisher
Director

Shawnee State University
is an equal opportunity,
affirmative action
institution

Blue & Grey Spirll Day "Pizza.Feast"
Location: Rbod "Sports Cent

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Women·: Ba ·ketbalJ Gam

Location: Hom
Time: 7p.m.

Fdday, Junuar U

I.-0calmn: f- ome

Sun

January 15

:

p.m.

me

u sdii January i7
Location: way

hruruglalion Reform and C.,nt,ol Act

ot 1987 • TIUe

l'lr>l•ClriRigla-Adot1987andl9'12

IX of the Education Amendments ot 197l • Equal Pay Act of

Vietnam-era or Qualified

Disabled Veteran Status
Asaistanc. Act 402, 19',11

TrtleJII, the

R,hab;litat;on Ad ot 197l 34C.F.R. ""'1 U,

Ori Righls Rl!sloration Ad

Age

Act • Section 503 and 5!)'

ot the

Diocrimination in F.mploy,nmt

ror more information, pleaae contact:
FJind• C. Boyles
Affll'fflatiw Action Coordinator
Shawntt State Univenity
Office of Ptrwonnel

9'0S«ond5met
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662-4344

Tdephone: (614) 355-2.398

~~Rf:~<~

Cohambdl, Oh.lo ~5315
Telrpi\OIW: (614) 466,.2715....-'

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC)

Tower City Skylight Office Tc::Mft
Suite 8.59
1660 Wrst Second Shftt
CiYeland, Ohio 44113-145.f.
Telephone: 1 (800) 669-.1362

m Day

Martin L1dhe

Men's B· lcetball.

J vs

C

..oration: .\way
Tln1 : _ p.m.

Lai t Du , l .1r P· ·
' omplcte WitJ1d waJ from Wint1::r

Fridn • January .20
Location: w y

Women's Basketh·

1

S l v • Wahh ,

Time: > plffi.

Saturdql\ Januar · 21

Location: Home
Time- 7;30 p.m.

Act of 1967, amended In 19116

Mens Basketball SS 1 vs. WaJ h

ime: 7:30 1.m.

v - Eta \tmaN' R<edjuamm

Disability Americ.an, w;th Disabilities

W men s Ba! keth:'.lll SSl vs. I i m

Time': 2 pm.

Race, Sex, Color, Religion, and National
ot 1964 • E>rcutive ORler 1U46 •

701s To m D~mce

Time;4p.m.

day .January 16
ve ily Cle ·d

Act

SSU v . CedarviU

Saturda · Januan· J4
Location: Home

You are protected from discriminatory practices and harassment
in employment, admission, access, or treatment in programs or
activities based on • • •

Origin Title VJ,, 34 C.P.R., Put 100 • Title VD ot the Qvil Right.

Men' Ba. ethall \
1s, College of W. V.

Lo'11tion; Away
'fime: 2p.m

en's B ._ ctbtdl S

W<,men·. askct n.U

J vs.

lalo e

, vs Malone

The Univer itv Chro

UIS -message about chain letters on E-Mail

Now that I am somewhat calmer
I will explain why users are not to
send chain letters. Besides using the
system for non-woi-k related activity, by far the major problem is that
chain letters~ can act like a worm
invading a system and eventually
shut it down. A user alerted me to the
problem and forwarded me a copy
that had already been forwarded to a
large number ofusers with e1:1ch user
receiving all C'f the preced111g attachments. Thil> is the equivalent of
a worm that is proliferating throughout the system, ;.,;rowing and sprectding as it is seat to more people.
As users, you nee" to 1ecognize
your responsibilities and not create
pr.oblems for your colleagues. Chain
letters on computers are a type of
maliciousness similar to hacking.
Many universities have recently been
attacked by this form of problem and
are moving to develor policies to stop
it. It has been particularly severe on

the Internet.
Please co- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . , . . . . - - -

operate with us
- - - - ,'! '
anddonotever
introduce this
type of E-mail
0
into our sys0
tems. If coop0
eration cannot
0
be achieved
then I will have
to request the
administrative ·
action to. deny
an account to
any user who
participates in
this activity.
I'm sure that
this would not .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ J

I

become necessary since I believe that you, ournsers, cerns.
would not want to participate in any
Tbankyouforyouroooperatioo.
activity that is damaging to our system
Maggie McOintock
now that you are aware of our con- ·
Director of UIS

Council of Mathematics Teachers holds meeting

The winter meeting of the South
Central Ohio Council of Teachers of
Mathematics was held January 9 at
Vern Riffe/Pike County Joint Vocational School.
Theorganizationappealstoteach_ers, kindergarten through college, in
an eight county region which includes

Adams, Gallia, Highland, Jackson,
Lawrence, Pike, Ross, and Scioto
counties.
The January meeting featured a
meeting of the members from 6-6: 15
p.m. followed by workshops on the
statistics and data analysis strand of
the NCTM standards. The elementary

Professor announces reprinting
of book due to demand

Twenty Years ago, Dr. Jerry L.
Walke, Professor of Psychology here
at Shawnee State University, wrote
his book, Guilt-Go to Hell. This
short, concise book dealt with the
cause of guilt, depression and tension, and how one suffering from
these feelings can deal with them
effectively.
The book has been out of print
for many years, but due to popular
demand, Walke announced the release of a limited m:mber of reprints.
They can be obtained from the Bookstore or from W ctlke, himself.
At the announcem~nt on Decem-

ber 7, Walke stated, "One reason
I'm bringing the book out at this
time is because we realize that so
many people's feelings of guilt,
depression and tension are so intensified during the holiday season." He added, "Because of the
'Strength' of my book title twenty
years ago, many people thougpt
maybe my book was anti-religious,
but it certainly is not."
Other books still available by
the author are Raising Children

for the 21st Century, Confronting
and Conquering Foodaholism, and
Get Your Head Out of the Fridge.

S'CHICK

Superhoops
3on 3 Basketball
Tournaments
Men & Women's Divisions
January 22, 12:30 p.m.

Athletic Center

News

Pag~ )
luesday January 10. J

workshop was presented by Dr. David
T. Hayes, a professor in the College
ofEducation at the UniveristyofRio
Grande. Thesecondary/post-secondary workshop presenter was Dr. Mary
Jane Wolfe who is currently Project
Discovery South Region Mathematician Educator and associate professor of mathematics at the University
of Rio Grande. Applications involving calculators and authentic data was
stressed.
Elementary, secondary, and postsecondarymatheducators were invited
and were encouraged to participate.
Anyone wanting further information
shouldcontactJohnl3aal,McClainHigh

School, 513/981-3102.

To ensure accurate and timely delivery o( all mail sent to the University,
the Portsmouth Post Office has asked
that we make sure that our return address be exactly as it
appears here.
940 Second Street
Portsmouth, QH 45662-4344
The zip plus four ·c ode is the most
notable difference, so please make sure
to add the 4344.

Philosoehy Courses

Winter Quarter 1994
Phnosopb 299- Old T !ilam.etlt
T/R: 11);.llaot .)'ao Fisher
Th uli£,ht ::u;ts of Gou ar~ pre. entc<l through the story of a fiumly,
the L.reafo n .if pcopk, tnnven:mt. and prontb rhc Old T
ment
in ]mJ.es poetry, hist ry. mman e, b [tle, prophe..::y and law. If is an
adventure 10 bs! read, di~cu~sed nd l1~·ed. Sec where tl1e N,;,w Tc~lil•
mcnl t•ame from; you'n; ]S(1 inviti;d tocuntinu 1hi1> pr ,jr:ct by wking
New fostamcnt in the Spnng
Philosophy .100
'c-dn .day: 6-IOpm
Phil sophy !J9-Filrn itnd Pl ilosophy
K~oda I D' ndraLI
Thirtc~n great filJns in eleven wcclcsl
Amadew, Tbc Man Who Shol i ery Valancl'. Sun e~ 8 ul aHI,
The Se,·enth. e,11, Chinutowtl, :,.1
Julic1 o th Spints, Tuuch of
E,·il, Munier M; Sw l, e Chiennc, Wornan on llic: B a ·h
· ·o bonus 1lm during final wee ·: Bmk~n Bloli!>IIRI rid He Who
Ge.ts Sllipped.

Pag
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The definition of academic freedom

Dear Colleagues:
On two occasions during the last
few months, two people--one a faculty member and the other a member
of the Portsmouth community-asked
me to define the concept of 'academic freedom.' While I muddled
through a mostly adequate answer,
the thought struck me that I need to
get a copy of AAUP's (American
Association of University Professors) "1940 Statement of Principles
on Academic Freedom and Tenure,"
which includes 1970 Interpretative
Comments. I include the section on
academic freedom behw s3nce it is
an important foundation fer every
university.
Teachers are entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of the results, subject to the·
adequate perfonnance of their other
academic duties; but research for
pecuniary return should be based
upon an understanding with the authorities of the institution.

Teachers are entitled to freedom standing and agreement upon procein the classroom in discu·ssing their dures to assure it. The 'comon good'
subject. Limitations of academic is the raison d'etre of univ~rsities in
freedom because ofreligious orother contrast to furthering the interest of
aims of the institution should be either an individual faculty member
clearly stated in writing at the time or the institution as a whole. And,
of the appointment.
the implementation of this principle
College and university teachers of common good depends upon the
are citizens, mem~rs of a learned ' search for truth and its free expresprofession, and officers of an educa- sion, to paraphrase AAUP' s introtional institution. When they speak ductiontoitsimportantstatementon
or write as citizens, they should re- academic freedom. Fundamentally,
member that the public may judge as applied to teaching and learning,•
their profession and their institution academic freedom protects the rights
by their utterances. Hence they of a faculty member in teaching and
should at all times be accurate, should the rights of the students in learning.
el'erciseapproprlaterestraint,should
Copies of the full text of the
show respect for the opinions of "1940 Statement. ..." are available
others,andshouldmakeeveryeffort from Patricia Moore, executive asto indicate that they are not speaking sistant to the president, Commons
for the institution.
Building.
Why is the statement necessary?
Sincerely yours,
Articulating the principles of acaClive Veri
demic freedom (and tenure, for those
SSU President
many institutions that embrace the
concept) promotes public under-

Day-Care Centers
7lu.s ,nJormalton is J1s""1 as a service (o, studP.nls. Ir m no way 1mplH!.$ an ertdorsemehr o, recommenda110n .t,y Shawnee- Store UrofftSl'ty.

Close to the Heart•

322 Chilbcothe Street, Portsmouth, Ohio • 354-2964

Early Learning Center• Kindergarten and Up

7601 Oluo River Road, Wheelersburg, Ohio• 574-8449

Giggles and Wiggles Day Care•

1207 Dogwood Ridge, Wheelersburg. Ohio• 574-4536

Kiddie Land Learning Center•

Third and Brown Sis., Portsmouth, Ohio• 353-1717

Lile Span Care Inc.•

1405 Offnere Street, Portsmouth, Ohio • 353.-4070

Malone's Kiddie Kare Inc.

802 Waller Street, Ports.mouth, Ohio• 353-2214

Portsmouth Christian Day Care•

1370 Old Scioto Trail. Portsmouth, Ohio • 353-2909

Temple Tota

• 1148 Gallia Street. Portsmouth, Ohio • 354-3939

w.. Care"

8937 Gallia Street. Wheelersburg, Ohio • 574-2118

West End Day Care Center•

701 filth Street, Portsmouth, Ohio• 353-1812

.... , ....
........

.:,. :
'-..
. .

• Conlrcxted to, TIiie

21)

c1ay..,,,,.

Education is good...

Yet, if you are undecided on your major, you may be able to
put your money, time, and energy to better use. Make an appointment with a Career Counselor in the Office of Counseling
and Career Services, first floor of Commons Building, or call
355-22 13. Education may be good, but education with a purpose is better. The services of the Office of Counseling and
Career Services are available to all students free of charge.

Reward offered for computer

t\ repn.:i;,entut1yc: ,. 1si[mg the
c:n.mpus on lh morning l)f Oecembet" 2 i off ring a$ 00 reward for
rhe retum of hi.s laprop comr,urer.
fti.-r g1vin , tr ining sesi.i n on
the pa:rnll managi:mcnl, Mr.
D, tra was IOL1ding ver l item
into hi::,. car parked in I.bi: lot b tween the

:u t rium and the

Health d nee building.
While doing • be pluced the
black, luggage-I pei case cC1ntain-

ing rhe computer ;i.CD RO , and
many CD' crn the c rb (le. t to his
car. It w, n I until hew a i w
block • oy that he r ·aliz d th:i
he forgot lo reule •e 1h case. Upon

rt:turning 10 the carnpu , he- fouo
the ca gone.
ff nycme h seen the c.a~,
picl.ed ,1 up, or sa\\· tlll)' thing that
might bdp in fhe return ofth case,
plense call Judi M Gra,\ in Per~onnd t ~5-2464 (E tl;.164).

Free cholesterol screening offered

Med ·Lab students offerer servic.:e to SSU
1he Medical L3boratury Tech-

nologys1ui.len willbeofferingfrec

at

·xi f.f,1 l"letweenthebours f am.

,md t2noon~1cmdaylhl'I: ughl·riday.

hole.teml bloodLesringdurm th
ne r few we ks c'1ting
begin
Qn Janullry 9 and end on Fehruary2.
1995. ff you ould like I i.ch ule
,in appointment. yo mu do o by
cont ·tin• the Medical Laboratory

1bc Medi al I aho t ryjust re•
· nil_ received official i.xnifi at.ion
for cholci;tcml lcsting, .tnil the} are
eagi r10..e1¥etheUnivmity taffanJ
f u[ty hy being ,lbk I off r tbi.~

Shirley Evans others,SSU rusoci.11e- Profes-.or of Music, h& rc-

filin s sOQn 3l po~ible.
I lnn!i arc bc:illl! form luted or
hoth winter an pring concen ..

wm

llerYIC'C'.

SSU Choir holds rehearsals

tunt~d fmm aprofcssionul hoi, rnur
andlsr umingShawm:c 1, le Choir
rehearsals, b~ i nin January 3, al
7:00 p.rn. in the choral room in

M ,~ie Hall
t::w ~i.n~~r wishing

10 jom the
choir ~houl<l contact · ·01h1:r. fi,r a
b1 id' :.iudition prrnr to the first re
htnr~al. lf there nrc nny ·ingcr i.ull
holJmi m~ic mill th pnw1ou1,
quarter. th y aeed to rerurn it for

I

-

Adi

--

Sba~r,ee? Vers~

Poetry is the hatred and compassion of a g neratioriand jts reaction to what is happening everyday
and right now. 1 think that Shawnee students
hould have the opportunity to have the real voice
of their generation to be beard and remembered. So
if you have ome poetry hidden away omeplace
where no one can read it or you're eager for your
poetry to be read contact John Biggs at The Uni-

versity Chronicle 355-2502.
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Career Services announces upcoming SSU Job Fair ___________, _ _
The Office of Counseling and
Career Services has ·established
February 22, 1995 as the date of
the Annual Job Fair. The event
will once again beheld in the James
A. Rhodes Sports Center with the
possibility of employment interviews being held at other locations
on campus. Over 2500 potential
employers have heen contar:ted
regarding .the event with the. goal
of bringing 50 to 100 of them to
campus on this one Jay.

. In the past, students have tended
to look at this event as a graduating
student even, and there is little
doubt that the employment interviews are the primary activity of
the day.However, withtheemphasis many employers are placing on
experience and the increasing tendency to hire from the pool of
students that have done internships
with the company, it is important
that all students give some consideration to attending the Job Fair.

The Career Center staff is also
making an effqrt to have more
graduate schools on campus at
the fair to discuss the graduate
school experience with students
that may be interested in this option.
Students planning to interview during the Job Fair should
sign up for interviews in the Office of Counseling and C;µ-eer
Services and make sure that they
have their resume on file in the

SSU adds Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree

Counseling and Career Center Offlee on or before February 17,
t 995. A list of companies that plan
to attend the Job Fair is available
in the Office of Counseling and
Career Services. Interest in the fair
on the part of employers is on the
increase with over 26 companies
committed to the fair with six weeks
to go in sign up time.
If students have questions or
concerns regarding the job fair or
other concerns regarding planning,
selection of a major, or searching

Students interested are encouraged to contact Art Department

At their November 18, meet- erything from the oldest art form,
ing the Ohio Board of Rege-r.ts clay, to the most advanced ares
approved four new Bachelor of of computer art. In addition to
Fine Arts Degrees for Shawnee the specialized art classes, the
State University in Portsmouth. students heading for one of the
The new degrees offered will be BFA degrees will be taking the
Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) in University's Core Curriculum. A
Ceramics, Painting, Drawing, requirement for all bac:helor candidates, the Core Curriculum is
and Studio Arts.
"The new degrees are the first course work designed to develop
bachelor degrees offered in the a broader sense of community
arts area at Shawnee State and and commitment to that commurepresent a giant step forward in nity in the student. Arts faculty
the arts for South Central Ohio,: also suggest business courses for
said Thomas Stead, Chair of the the art major interested in pursArts Area at the University. Stead ing an entrepreneurial arts cawent on to say that the addition reer upon graduation.
Another significant event for
of these degrees would open up
new opportunities for regional _the art major at Shawnee State
high school students and Shaw- will be the opening of the
nee State students already in- 102,000-square foot Center for
the Arts in the Fall of 1995. Now
volved in the arts.
As the most prestigious of the under construction, 32,00-square
art degrees, the BFA is consid- feet of the new structure will be
ered to be the professional de- dedicated to the new BF A degree in the field. Classes offered grees. With 11 studios within 48
in the Arts A~ea will include ev- rooms and offices, the areas in-

Memorial Scholarship
A scholarsliip has been establishe at
Sagillaw Valley State University in
honor of Nan Yun's husband, Sukkoo, who passed away recently.
Don a: •ons to this fund hould be sent
to:

SVSU Foundation

Dr. Suk-koo Yun Memorial Scholar..
ship
Saginaw State Umversity

University Center, Ml 48604
C

Attn: Dr. Al Butler

elude facilities for Ceramics,
Photography, Art Education, Studio Foundations, Graphic
Communication, Electronic
Graphics, Painting, Life Studies, Screen Painting/Fabric
Design, Lithography and Intaglio. The center will house a
1,500-square foot gallery with
an area to sell the work of student artists. Sculpture classes
will continue to be held in the
recently remodeled Art Annex
building.
"This newest beginning is
the culmination of a lot of hard
work and dedication by the
entire art faculty and uni versity administration," commented Dr. Dennis Travis,
Dean of College of Arts and
Sciences. He encourages those
interested in more information
on the arts program, classroom
talks, or tours of the Arts Area
to contact Thomas D. Stead at
(614) 355-2300 on the Shawnee State University campus.

for a position, they are encouraged
to make use of the Office of Counseling and Career Services.
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FAM.tY:·pET STOR~

• FISH ·:
• BIRDS
• RE;PTIL~s- --_• ·SMAl:L ANIMALS
.• SPECIALTYJ>Ef;Fo'9 os

354-4470

711 Gay Street Portsmouth

Winter Quarter Workshops
Sponsored by the
,

Office of Counseling and Career Services
Coping with Test Anxiety

January 18

_4:00 p.m.

Developing Tune Management Skills

February 1

4:00 p.m.

Managing Stress Effectively

Febmary 15

4:00 p.m.

Preparing for Final Exams

March 1

4:00 p.m.

Developing a Resume

January 31

5:00 p.m.

Developing a Job Search

February 7

5:00 p.m.

Interviewing Techniques

Feb~ary 14

5:00 p.m.

All workshops are held in the Stuent Affairs Conference Room.

University Forum
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University Community Notebook _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
*Anita Gilmer attended ·
ISECON '94, the Information Systems Education Conference sponsored by the Data Processing Man- .
· agement Association, in Louisville,
Kentucky,October28-30. The theme
of the conference was "IS Education
for Today and for the Next Millennia."
*Dr. Robert A.Lawson presented his paper, "Government Decentralization and Economic Freedom," at the 1994 5outhern
Economic Association ,meetir>gs,
held in Orlando, Florida, from November 21-23. In addition, Lawson
participated in a panel disc'..l:;:.k :ion
"Teaching Undergraduate Economics."
*Janna Gallaher and Phyllis
Kegley presented papers at the

. Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the
Advancement of Women, held at
Morehead State University on No
vember 11. Thethemeofthecc,nference was "Women's Ways of Knowing, Learning, and Communication."
Gallaher and Kegley were also part

of a panel, "Leaming and Communicati~g Math and Science."
Gallaher's paper, coauthored with
Francis Pearson from Ohio University, is entitled, "Applying Female
Developmental Theories and Leaming Theories to the Teaching of
Women in Engineering, Science, and
Technology." Kegley's paper,
"What Mathematical Autobiographies Reveal About Women Students' Experiences With and Attitudes 1'oward the Learning of
Mathematics," was based on papers
written by Shawnee State students in
MATHllOS.

*Marsha Walker aoo Joyce
Kiser attended a workshop spon-

sored by Micro Center Computer
Education, in Columbus, Ohio, on
October 31. It included training on
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows .
*Dr. Adora Campis' paper,
"Roberto Arlt's Short Story-Ari
Argentine's Fascination With Deviants," has been selected for inclusion in the program of a conference
to be held on the campus of the

Renewal application for Federal
Student Aid to be submitted

Applications submitted after lanuary I

(NewsRelease)Beginninginlate
November and continuing through
December, the Renewal Application
will be mailed to students who filed
for Federal Student Aid in the 199495 school year. The application will
be mailed to the latest address on file
with the U.S. Dept. of Education.
Students using the Renewal Application will have fewer questions
to answer. Approximately 75% of
the questions will have the answers
pre-printedontheapplication. From
these questions, the student only
needs to write in responses if the
pre-printed information is not correct. Because students don't have to
provide as much new infromation,
there will be fewer opportunities for
errors. Students only have to write
in new information if there have

been changes (such as a change in
family size, marital status) since the
previous year. ALL INCOME,
EARNINGS & BENEFITS information must be updated.
Please watch for the arrival of
your Renewal Application and hold
it until after January 1 when you can
gather your 1994 Income Tax Informationneededtocompletetheforms.

A series of training sessions were
pro•!ided during the fall quarter for
· at-risk Shawnee State faculty, staff,
and students who, through their job
descriptions or educational responsibilities, have predietable contact
with blood and other potentially infectious materials. The Bloodbome
Pathogen Training Program is one
in a series of OSHA (Occupational
Safety and Health Administration)
man~ated training programs which
will be provided to at-risk faculty,
staff, and students each year free of

charge. As mandated by OSHA, atristemployeeswerealsoofferedthe
hepatitis B vaccine at no cost. If you
are a ~hawnee State employee or
student and think you may be at-risk
for exposure to blood or other potentially infectious body fluids or
tissues through your work or educational assignments, contact Pam
St..ton, Medical Laboratory Technology Program, at X250 or (614)
355-2250formoreinformationconcerningShawneeState'sBloodbome
Pathogen Training Program.

NO APPLICATIONS CAN BE
SUBMITTED UNTIL AFTER
JAN 1, 1995.

We have been advised to encourage students to submit their applications as soon as they can accurat.ely supply the 1994 Tax Figures.
Do not use estimated figures.
If you have any questions or need
any assistance, please stop by the
Financial Aid Office.

Personnel completes bloodbome
pathogen training program

University ofLouisville, Louisville,
Kentucky, February 23-25.
*Dave Todt's syllabus from the
Community Involvement section he
teaches, with an environmental focus, has been published in a book,
Redesigning Curricula: Models of
Service Leaming Syllabi. Katherine
Jackson is the book's editor; Campus Compact, Providence, Rhode
Island, is the publisher.
*Carolyn Gross was invited to
speak at the Adult Corrections Education Seminar in Toledo, at the
Ohio Literacy Network in Columbus, and at the OSU Appalachian
Seminar. Her topic in all cases was
"Teaching the ABLE Appalachian
Student with the Foxfire Method."
Gross was joined by Debra Weber
and Mary Crisp at the AAACE Conference in Nashville, Tennessee,
November 1-5.
*Matt Matthews attended the

All Ohio Counselors Association fall
conference, held in Columbus, Ohio
in November. Matthews and Dr.
Adora Campis were invited, in
November, to speak before the Portsmouth Chapter of the American Association of University Women on
the subject of.sexual harassment in
schools and the workplace. Campis
presented "Sexual Harassment in the
'90's," and Matthews spoke on the
legal definitions of sexual harassment, the quid pro quo harassment,
and the hostile environment of harassmc,nt.
*Dr. Kathleen Simon has had
an at tide, "Using Literary Theory to
Teach Toni Cade Bambara's 'The
Lesson,"' accepted for publication
in Focus: Teaching English Language Arts, Spring 1995.

*Dr. Hagop Pambookian

served recently as a field advisor for
the American Council of Teachers

of- Russian 1995 Regional Scholars
Exchange Program, located in Washington, D.C. In October, he participated in the quarterly meeting, at the
Ohio State U11iversity, of the heads of
psychology departments in state universities in Ohio. Also in late October, Pambookian represented the Phi
Delta Kappa South Central Ohio
Chapter at the District V Co11.ference in Arlington Heights, Illinois.
~e served on the Governance/Future of the PDK D,istrict Committee.
Source: Shawnee Statement ·

SECOND ANNUAL

League of Women Doters of Portsmouth

PUBLIC FORUM
OOiT
CIUIC NETWORKIN6 AND THE
NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Moderator: Professor Stylianos Hadjiyannis
Pnnelists
Bill Foley, Manager of Century Cable
John Hemmings, ouRoc•
Senator J. Michael Long, Ohio 17th Senate District
Jonathan Prince, Athens Free-Net
Wm Riley, Publisher Portsmouth Doily Times .
Lois Sellars, GT_E

Monday, 7:00 P.M.
January 16, 1995
Shawnee State University Flohr Lecture Hall (library)

For more information contact Connie Stoner at 355-2462.
• Ohio Ual1ey Re-glonal Development Commission

\
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President's address·at the Winter Convocation

As we welcome in the New Year,
I would like to share with you a status
reportonourShawneeStateas well as
plansoftheOhioBoardofRegentsfor
higher education in the coming years. .
In doing both, especially where I envision SSU implementing statewide
mandates, I ~ .reminded of Niccolo
Machiavelli's advice in ·11ze Prince:
'There is nothing more difficult to
take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its sucGess
than to take the lead in introducing a
new order of things."
While Ma:iliavelli was talking
about affairs ofn.ation states, his words
are as appropriate about making
changes in higbc.r education today as
they were in 1525 when he offered
advice to the nobles of the day. •
Higher education in Ohio, indeed

higher education in the United States,
is changing. Make no mistake about
that. Whether the changes are for good
or bad, only time will tell, but change
the "order of things" we must.
The old argument for funding
higher education has been that Ohio
ranks43rdamongthestatesandneeded
to do much better to avoid the professorial "brain drain" as faculty seek
greener pastures in other states. 1bis
"old case" had not been convincing
enough heretofore to ward off deep
budget cuts. Worse.yet, the old argument has not provided·an irJ'usion of
money to return us to the halcyon days
of the late 1980' s. We will never see a
return to the days when the state provided 67 percent of the funds needed
to educate a student. We will, however, continue to see the General As-

nda'i

1018 Clay street

Try Our CHERRIES
Ask the Bartender

Super Sound System
Dance, Music 8
Classic Rock8 Roll
New Stage • Dance
Floor
Band Apparel ~vailable

lar,d 1bi& ~te~ •· •
Har,~ :Warir,.9
In ~he Pulpit J!lig_htly The minister
of 'Rock + 'Roll,
1-/,enry rYlason is the

"ITIVrll CIII I1JIDTTJ\Il"

sembly protect universities against
themselves by keeping fee caps in
place as legislators control the amount
of money universities can raise from
consumers.
The "new case" for support is described in 'Toe High Performance
Campus" from the Ohio Board of
Regents. It has been received very
well by higher education advisory
bodies, Governor Voinovich, memhers of the General Assembly, the
Ohio Office of Budget and Management, and the editorial boardsofnewspapersin Ohio' smajorcities. Whether
the new case is funded at the requested
levels ornot, my strong feeling is that
'Toe High Performance Campus" is
Ohio's already accepted five-year
plan. Our collective task now is to
convince decision makers to fund this
"new order of things'! as juxtaposed against the increased funding demands of prisons, social
welfareprograms,andequityfunding of public schools.
Let me address how I think
Shawnee State University will be
affected by 'Toe High Performance Campus," even absent details from the OBR this juncture,
andwhatpositionSSUisintoface
the changes that seem imminent.
Under . the new model, colleges will continue to receive the
bulk of their funding through the
instructional subsidy and subsidies for operating physical facilities and for providing student servi~
Instructional Subsidy
lt looks as though there will be
little change in the funding of the
"Enrollment-based Foundation"
except for a modest increase for
inflation and throughpossibletinkering with distribution formulas.
There is no doubt in my ffi!nd that
baccalaureate colleges and community colleges .have suffered at
the budget table because of the
rapid increase in graduate level
enrollments and because Ohio
subsidizes out-of-state graduate
students but not out-of-state undergraduate students. There is a
remote possibility that colleges
dedicated to undergraduate e4ucation may see an adjustment in
the distribution of instructional
subsidymoneyiftheOBRhasthe
political will to correct theinequities that exist.
The allocation of funds
through the POM -- or Plant Operation and Maintenance - - sub-.
sidy will neither help nor hurt
Shawnee State in the short term. It
is my expectation, however, that ·
we will not see money for new
buildings on Shawnee's campus
inalongwhileoratleastuntil we

University Forum

have enrollment growth to about4,800
FfE students and we are literally bulg-

baccalaureate and associate degrees
that motivate Appalachians to attend
ing at the current seams of our facili- college.
ties.
While we have been admonished
Giventhisexpectedtumofevents, to not chase enrollments for the sake
it is my best judgment, shared I be- of simply becoming a larger institulieve by the University Senate Facili- tion, there is no reason why we cannot
ties Committee, that we should finish develop degree programs that serve
buildingourexistingcampusintoone theuniqueneedsofAppalachiansand,
thathasamoreinviting"curbappeal." ·at the same time, are sufficiently disWe need easily identifiable entrances tinctive that they also attract students
to campus that signal to prospective · from other parti of Ohio if not the
visitors they have arrived at a place nation. Hocking Technical College,
called Shawnee State University. We remotely loq1ted in the heart of Appaneed to tum Second Street into a CaQl· lachia, does exactl:v this and we need
pus green that invites people to walk to learn their successful formula if not
safely, to sit, and to interact informally build baccalaureate degree programs
on welcoming benches. We need thatattractHocking'sAAS graduates
paved parking lots and bright lighting to Shawnee State as transfer students.
that make people feel safe at night.
Our undergraduate mission means
Because none of these amenities that a few people's dreams of develwere funded in the last capital bill, we oping graduate degree programs are
are left to our own devices to fend for dashed. We are not that kind of instiourselves. If we can gain appropriate tution yet. But, we can certainly serve
approvals, my hope is that we will be the graduate education needs of emallowed to gather up funds in various ployed professionals by doing what
accountsanddedicatethemtomaking wedidwhenweinvitedOhioUniverour current campus whole.
sity to offer its M.B.A. degree proBack to 'Toe High Performance gramonourcampus.IencouragefacCampus." The new case for support- ulty, in fact, to use their professional
ing higher education includes two fea- connections with graduate institutions
tures. One that will provide colleges toexploresucharrangementsasaway
with new money is based on competi- of meeting the regional needs of practive proposals aimed at changing the ticing professionals.
ways faculties address the teaching2. Focusing on Excellence in
learning process.
Teaching
Howwillthe"InstitutionalPerforOur goal for focusing on excelmance" or the accountability part of lence in teaching starts with our comthe model affect Shawnee State?
mitment to excellence as the central
Our functional mission statement criterion in evaluating faculty for prowill be constantly before us in the motion and continuing contract. Becoming years since nearly all of our yond that, how do we build upon the
decisions will be measured against _ teaching innovations that a Scott
fulfilling the goals of our mission. Oliver, a Jerry Holt, a Kevin Schott, a
With the OBR accepting our Shaw- BobForrey,Alhanbo Yangandmany,
nee-recommended functional mission many other faculty members practice
statement and goals, SSU is already in in their SSU classrooms every day?
excellent position to make appropriWhen we put together everything
ate decisions related to the goals we else we are doing to affect excellence
will be expected to fulfill. The goals in teaching, especially in partnership
are only five in number so let me with the public schools, our record
becomes enormous!
address each of them:
I.Dedication to undergraduate
ProgramslikeDaveTodt'sProject
Discovery,GinnyRamey'sTech~p
education
2Focusingonexcellenceinteach- and School-to-Work projects, Gary
ing
Gemmer' s "Science Newsletter," and
3.Increasing college attendance the several involvements of Marti
ShermanandotherfacultyinourCenrates of Appalachians
~.Improving the retention rate of ter for Teacher Education all come to
enrolled students
mind as community service projects
5.0perating within available fi- thatarehavinganimportantirnpacton
nancial limitations
how Shawnee State is leading the pub1. Dedication to Undergradu- lie schools to reach a new level of
ate Education
excellence not only in teaching but
Our dedication to undergraduate alsc•inhowcurriculumsareredesigned
education is clear. While we have for the 21st century.
made great strides in the past twenty
We have many ordinary people
months in developing new degree pro- doingextraordinary work on any meagrams--thanks to a hard working,cre- sure of "teaching excellence." How
ative and willing faculty and to an can we expand upon these excellent
understandinggovemancestructure- examplestoprovethatweexceedany
we must continue to develop both
See Address on page 11
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reasonable person's measure of suecessinmcetingthegoalofexcellence
in teaching?
3.Increasing College Attendance
Rates of Appalachians
The same can be said for increasing the c.ollegf.: attendance rate
of Appalachians. We have more than
just Scioto, Lawrem::e and Pike counties to serve. In fact, we have 26
additional counties in Qhic from
which ~draw students, but we are
not alone in reaching the goal of
''turning t1,:·· Appala,;hians toward
highereducation.
There Me two public universities, four bnmch campuses and eight
public community/technjcak~teges
intheOhioAppalachianregion.The
onethingthatholdsallofustogether
-- the Ohio Appalachian Center for
Higher Education under th.! leadership of Wayne White -- is an .:.ccess
project of the Ohio Board of Regents managed through my office.
As a result of OACHE, SSU has a
close working relationship with each
of these colleges as well as an additional ten partnership school, districts in the region. And, OACHE
has parlayed a million dollars of
state money into a speciai ly foi,ded
federal project that motivates older,
non-traditional students toattendcollege.
As a university, I remind you
that we already have several outside-funded projects aimed at increasing the college attendance rate

of Appalachians such as Barb ments for their programs real
Bradbury's Upward Bound, Steve quickly, ask Jeff Bauer, and Tom
Gregory's Talent Search, and Lois Stead how they've been so successRase' s Early Intervention BEARS ful in the past few months in recruitprogram with 6th, 8th, and 10th grad- ing new students for new degree
ers and their parents.
programs. Ask Tom Bowman espeWe continue, of course, to re- cially how he was able to recruit 90
cruitstudents in tried and tested ways. students into the Sports Studies proFor the coming year, however, thanks gram that was approved by the OBR
·
to Paul Crabtree's leadership, we in October!
areembarkingona2lstcenturytype
Everyoneisimportantinthereof admissions program that is di- cruitingprocessfromthepeoplewho
rected by one of the most successful maintain and care for our buildings
student recruiting organizations in and grounds to the smiling people
theworld,theNoel-Levitzcompany. whowillinglyhelppotentialstudents
As we sit here, a new computer- at our several service counter, from
based recruiting system is being in- our knowledgeable student campus
stalledthatwillputusyearsaheadof tourguidestocoachesRobinHagenother college admissions offices. Smith, Ralph Cole and our women
With this change, we will a.ggrcs- student-athletes who bring us nasively pursue a much larger pool of tional recognition, from our Conpotential students who fit the Shaw- ·tinuing Education staff who facili- .
nee model, and initiate new tated the attendance of 6,000
telerecruiting processes.
While we can rely on Suzanne
Shelpman'sleadershipinthisavantgarde admissions mode, recruiting
is, needles to say, everyone's job!
Faculty and faculty ·chairs play an
especially important role by simply
being available to meet with student
recruits when they visit campus.
·a .ciawaffllllJ
Developing close professional rela- . M . T ~ ~ ~ I C M O O L
.
.
.- .
tionships with public school and
•
other professional colleagues is
......... . _ . . . . 'ftJB.WII)
equallyimportantasPhyllisKegley,
.
Iha a 21111
Pam Staton, Bill Sykes, and Bruce
Ottens can tell you. Or, for those
faculty who wish to build enroll-
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potential students on campus for
''The Nutcracker Suite" to Ed
Scott's teaching IBEW union
members in special instrumentation classes, to the Portsmouth
business people, including
waitpersons in restaurants, who
help sell the University to vis'itors. There is no magic in building enrollments. We recruit students the old fashioned way one at a time.
4. Improving the Retention
Rate of Enrolled Students
· We have' an especially suecessful program that bridges the
gulf between motivating Appa-

Continued on page 12 :

The D ta Processing Management
Association and the College of Busin fJS Alumni are coordinating the stabliahment of a scholarship in
memory of Gerry Barry, Faculty mepiber of Shawn e State University.

To make a donation. con.tact:
College of Business
355-2215

Fo mare Information contact:
Robbie Burke 355•2355
Jackie Evans 354-5000 (7235)
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lachians to attend college and seeing
them persevere toward graduation.
The success of our J.O.B.S Student
Retention program is legion.
And, if JOBS did not have such a
superior student retention record, we
would not have learned well how to
create the intrusive freshman advising
and retention office called Student
Advising and Referral Services. In
only the quarter's time that STARS
has been operating, Tim Culver tells
us we have re-enrolled or retained 70
students who would have left SSU if
STARS had not intervened in their
lives.
But, L~e recruiting new students,
reducing attrition is everyone's job.
Ask custodians Buster Stiltneror Phil
. Pixley who solved a student's problem last Fall and kept her from dropping out.Ask secretary Marcia Tackett
who accompanied a student from office to office until her problems were
solved. Or, ask STARS student assistant Lisa Sherman who is leading a
student-to-student retention initiative
called ''Partnerships for Students."
given the realization that STARS is
already successful, but that student
rettntion is a role everyone can play,
ask yourselves what you can do to
help our Shawnee reach the retention
goal set our for us.
There is something else we can do
institutionally, however, to decrease
attrition. For this reason, AL. Addington and Gene Beckett have developed a proposal at my request for
campus entering students into a ''Qualified Admissions" program. In the current plan, students needing one or
more developmental education C?urse

(or other qualitative standard) would 152, the FY-94/95 budget bill) rebe required to enter this program and vealedthatShawneeStatewasoperatcomplete it in their first quarter (or ing efficiently and effectively. Fursecond at most) hefore they would be ther, the site visit team concluded that
allowed to take regular courses in the state should continue our SuppleSSU's curriculum. The goal is to mentai funding beca~ ofour special
force students to meet higher entrance calling to motivate "'11alachian stucriteria quicker than in then past in dents to attend college.
order to provide faculty with students
The ''Targeted Quality and Innowho are academically ready to benefit vation" part of the new model in ''The
from instruction in regular classes. High Penormance Campus" is essenWe also expect conditionally admit- tially in the hands of the individual
. tedstudents to persevere toward gradu- faculty members w_ith empowering
ation, thereby increasing student re- assistance ofacademic administrators.
tention.
New state funds will be allocated
My plea to this academic commu- through a competitive process by the
nity is to act on the proposal ·with OBR that will place great value on
dispatch as it winds its way through changing the assumptions about the
the review and approval process in the most effective ways in which undernext 45 days .
graduates learn.
S. Operating within Available
The use of technology will play an
Financial Limitations
important role in the process as faculty
As we look toward the goal of experimentwithwaystoenhanceleamoperating within available financial ing that are not necessarily based on
limitations, the reorganization of aca- 25 students meeting with a faculty
demic affairs that followed the member in a lecture hall for ten weeks.
downsizing of the administration and Too, the proposed Ohio Academy of
hourly staff will become increasingly Teaching, currently being designed,
important in the coming years. Our should have an important impact on
faculty have already shared in the bur- accelerating the pace of positive
den of operating within our financial change that is envisioned in ''The High
limitations by taking increased teach- Performance Campus."
ing loads, and haveearnedeveryone' s
We are taking several initiatives
admiration in the process.
that do not fall neatly into the categoWhile the organization structure ries proposed by the OBR in ''The.
may have to be changed over time, High Performance Campus." Let me
Shawnee will face that issue when mention only seven examples.
growing enrollments and organizaGEP Changes : Under John
tional complexity warrant. In the , Lorentz' sieadership, our general edumeantime, the consultants' final re- cation program is in the process of
port on Dave Creamer's study of fi- being changed. The revised GEP
nances (that was required under should give students more flexibility
Amended Substitute House Bill No.
Continued on page 19

ACROSS

50. lewish spirllllal leader
52. Direction (abbr.)

I. SmaU amount

53. Each

4. Sleight of hand
9. Baby's apron

12. WlngUke
13. Lessen
14. Fish eggs
15. Erase
17. Border
19. Shelteml from the wind
20. Cbanlll'
21. Go lightly over
23. Sullivan and Murphy
24. Astir
27. Small mass
28. Cul"'ed wheel
29. Severe
30. Mornln11 (abbr.)
31. Runs
"· Leave
34. Newapapen, etc.
36. - - Rogers (cowboy)
37. Pork
38. Lacks money
39. FeUne
40. Grape drink
41, Design transfer

_DPhi Theta Kagga

43. Aae

44. French brandy
46. Departure
4§:'Gorllla

54. Uncertainty
55. Soak flu.

DOWN
l.'Fatber
2. Brew
3. Narrative poem
4. Spouse
5. Presidential
6. Southern state (abbr.)
7. Newspaper artlcles
8. Surrender
9. Span
10. Atom
II. Entreaty
16. Even (poetic)

18.
20.
21.
22.

Pesky bup
Navy offkff
Boa
E111ravlng in relief
23. Auricle

2S. Musical ins1rumen1

26.
28.
29.
31.
32.

Dwarfllke creature
Auditor (abbr.)
Pig's home
Wamln& device
In no way
35. Evader
37. Obslntct

39. E--.-n (tropical Amer.I

40.
42.
43.
44.
45.

WHO ARE WE?
International Honor Society, world known for its commitment
to academic excellence.
WHATPTKCANDOFOR YOU!!!!

Seek affediOtl
Ace
Depart

Hat

Open (poetic)

.46, a.cede

47. Employ
48. Place
51. Bushel (abbr.)

Provide .the member:

1.) a challenge to maintain a G.P.A. of 3.5
2.) access to scholarships
3.). access to leadership training
4.) fellowship in an organization that commands respect from the community
5.) ability to meet students with the same academic aspirations

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR PTK!!!!

1.) ENROLL AS A MEMBER-office hrs. are: Mon. 11-12:00, Wed. 11-l:00 & 6-7:00,
Thur. 12-2:00
2.) DISPLAY & PROMOTE PTK TO YOUR FRIENDS AND STUDENTS
3.) SERVE 20 HRS. IN THE COMMUNITY YOUR _lST YR.
4.) BE ACTIVE IN PTK & EXP AND YOUR HORIZONS

IS. THERE NOTHING
IN YOUR LIFE TO
SMILE ABOUT?

THE COUNSEL NG C
Fl RS

FLOOR

TER

co ~M - NS BUILD!
or all

355-2213 or 355-2539

I

I
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President's
List
for Fall Quarter 1994
Ohio
and Michael Witt

Aberdeen-Kathleen Farley
Albany-Rachel Dye
Beaver-Marissa Childers
Chillocothe-Mark Horn and
Jennifer Willis
Friendship-Jeailie Evans and
Brenda Grahm
Georgetown-Vfo,ki Griffin
Hillsboro-Mindy Juillerat
Ironton-Shawn?. Belcher and
Gary Childers
Jackson-Michael Chenault
arul Keith Mulllins
Long Bottom-Tyson Rose
Lucasville-Suzanne Douglas,
John Kantz, Paul MarcY111, Tami
Marion, Lori M;irtin, Teresa
Southworth and.:iody Spriggs
Ma nc hes te r,R ay mo nd
Hatfield and Lisa Ross
Minford-Donna
Burns,
Debra Harris and Stacy Magnet
New Boston-Cynthia Cyrus

Oak Hill-Jeana Haislop
Peebles-Karen Dunn, Angela
McCleese, Natalie Newman and
Beth Perkins
Piketon-Regina Cassidy,
Kelly Lemaster and Const_ance
Timmons
Portsmouth-Jennifer
Bloomfield, Sherri Bolden,
Derek Childers, Karen Colley,
Rober. Collins, Carolyn Cottrell,
Andrea Day, Brandy Donini, Don
Hawkins, Marilyn Hempill,
Linda Hill, Norma Hoerr, Angela Hughes, Larry Kishbaugh,
Julia Mains, Emily Montavon,
Harry Nunn, Diane Preston,
Audra Reeves, Barry Rose,
Donna Rose', Amy Shears,
Rhonda Spradlin, Amanda
:it~vens, Amy Traubert and Richard Yager
Sci~to
Furnace-Naomi

Shelpman
Sciotvilie-Anne Hackman,
Susan Harmon, Jennifer Martin,
Jennifer Pauley and Barbara
Warnock
Seaman-Bruce Holbrook
Shelby-Kimberly Shaffer
South
Point-Nathaniel
Coleman and Melony Howard
South Webster-Michael
Arnett, Jamie Carr, Tyler Hyland,
Deborah Loper, Melissa Milan
and Ty Roberts
Stout-James Workman
Wellson-Lucian McClellan
We:..t Porstmoutb-Debra
Blakemen
West Union-Timothy Daniel,
Michael Riley and Nicole Spiller
Wheeler~burg-Kimberly
Anselm, Anna Basham, Jeremy
Bevins, Ruby Blevins, Leanne
Campbell, Leigh Gerlach,

Melanie Jenkins, Terri King, Austin
Leedom, TeresaLewis, Tracy Lundy,
Kathy Mefford, Michelle Metzler,
Brian Mitchell, Paulette Patrick, Clnistina Perbns, Peggie Reinhardt, James
Roberts, Helen Rose, Karen Smith,
Brenda Strickland, Mark Strickland,
JulieTarr,Melanie V anKirk,Amanda
Wamsley and Paula White
Manchester-Judith Canter, Lisa
Rayborn, Malinda Rigdon, Heather
Smith, Jill Welch and Jeffrey Young
Mc Dermott-Stephanie
Dettwiller, Patricia Ewing, Cathy
Martin, Cinda Pertuset, Jennifer
Pertuset, Alice Taylor, Eric Thompson, Leroy Varney and Jacqueline
White
Milford-Theresa Collins
Minford-Terry Bayes, Susan
Bender, Wanda Bobst, Christopher
Brown,AprilBryant, Vicki Deatley,
John Perry, Mark Risner. Christiana
Schramm and Virginia Witt
New Boston-Delores Askew,
Karen Bentley, Michael Clark, CrystalCooley ,Leann Hemming, Heather
Loper and Michael Rosier
Oak Hill-Mary Allen and Brad
Davis
Otway-Eric Bebout, Belinda
Hai::k~..,orth, Rebecca Hess,
Johnatha11 King, Christopher Lewis,
Dana Mundhenk, Sheryl Shennan
and Aimee Stenger
Pataskala-Kristy Geiser
Pedro-EwellStamperandSharon
Stamper
Peebles-Kimberly Browning,
Michael Conley, Ryan Countryman,
Andy Johnson, Becky Johnson, Jeffrey Swayne and Shane Swayne
Piketon-Julie Barbee, Tabitha
Dixon, Stephanie Douthitt, Michael
Henry, Linda Inman, Michael Mines,
Scott Smith, Patrick Williams and

Theresa Wooldridge
Portsmouth-Robert Adams II,
Sherry Anderson, Andrea Barbee,
Beulah Bowling, David Bradley,
Kathy Ann Brcwn, William Cassidy,
Jana Childers, JenniferCollingsworth,
CarolCollins,MaryCollins,LoriCox,
Pamela Crabtree, William Dillon,
AnitaDingess, Aaron Duncan, Salena
Dye, Angela Emery, Myra Etterling,
Ruda Evansky, Tammy Felty, Leah
Pickell, Kathy Foust, Kelly Foxall,
Timothy Gampp, William Gampp,
Melissa Garrett, Eric Gooc4nan, Christopher Guilliams, Harry Gulley, Melissa Harmon, Melanie Hickman,
Bethany Hoberty, William Holmes,
Kenneth Kelly, Robert Kincaid,
Motoko Kiuchi, Eugene Kreager, Eric
Layne, Wall ace Leedom, Molly
Linville, Patricia Liston, Anthony
Malone, Ursula McGlone, Marjorie
McLelland,PamelaMcNutt,Jeannie
McPheters, Kenn Mengerink, Mary
Miars, Karen Morton, V asumathi
Mukkamala, Kerby Nelson, Howaro
Newton, David Nichols, Rhonda
Nickel, Tonya Nolan, Tamara
Nourse, Anna Peck. Judith
Pickering, Ann Rau, Katherine Rau,
Sarah Rau, Alan Reed, Tracy Rice,
David Roberts, Vicki Rockwell,
Linda R~ggles, Caroly~ Salyer'.
Samual Salyer, Brian Saul, Michelle
Schuyler, Deborah Smith, Bernice
Stamper, Victoria Stickney, Pamela
Summe, Peter Thompson, Melissa
Triplit, David Utley, Kimberly
Varner, Alison Whitman, Amber
Willis, Samuel Windsor, Jennifer
Winner
Proctorville-Deanna Craiger
Rarden-Cynthia Copas and
James Estep
Reedsville-Jamie Wilson
Scioto Furnace-Kristie Fenton

Dean's List for Fall Quarter 1994
Ohio

Bethel-Tawnya Stockton
Blue Creek-Michelle Caraway,
JanetDiNardo, Ryan Flaugher, James
PJ7.elt.aker and Sherri Kilgallion
Bucyrus-Robert Laipply
Chesapeake-Rebecca Jones
Chillicothe-Judy Carter, Melissa
Davis, Kristal Hamilton and Patricia
Schaeffer
Cincinnati-Gregory Leurck
Coal Grove-Susan Matn~y
Columbus-Roger Counts
Elm Grove-Joshua Amato
Frankfort-Paul Rinehart
Franklin Furnace-Carla Atwell,
Kristina Bond, Todd Jenkins and
Rhonda Waddell
Friendship-Carrie Kessinger
Gibsonburg-Michael Fought
Greenfield-Bradley Storts
Hillsboro-Dawn Scott
Hubbard-Ryan Neville
Ironton-Jennifer Blankenship,
Wesle~· Childers, Patricia Childers,
Lynne Dalton, Jana Dean, Richard
Heaberlin II, Nathan. Kitts, Mike
L.sk, James Lyod, Monica
McClellan, Paul McKenzie, Kinner
Pinkerman, Jennifer Waddell and
William Webb
Jackson-Marsha Baisden,
Mt:lanie lee and Trina Logan
Jasper.:.Einily Vandergriff
Kingston-Heather Search and.
Rebecca 2.eigler
Latham-Shawnda Bentley and
AlllyNace
Lebanon-Gloria Bollinger
Little Hocking-Deanna Barnes
Londonville-Ryan Thompson
Lucasville-Terri Altman, Shirley
Ardner, Debra Arnett, Melissa Bihl,
Vanessa Blanton, Christel Crabtree,
Jeanna Crabtree, Gary Evans, Amy
Ewing, Vina Gilliam, Lisa Harris,

Delores Knore, Patricia Lute,
Pamela Nutter, Billie Potter and
Gina Smith
Winchester-Cherry Hawkins

Kentucky

Glenda Riffitt
Greenup-K:aren Boyles and
Carla Maye
Tollesboro-Stephanie Reis
York-Shana Slaughter

Ashland-Angela Haney and

and Alisa Shelpman
Sciotoville-April Allard, Greg
Baker, Christopher Burke, Jennifer
Cummings, Bernard Hackman, Sinda
Miller, Daniel Pelfry, Scott Skinner,
Mark Smith, Steve Sparks, Carrie
Storey and Jodi Wight
South Point-TriciaAlkire,Bobbie
Chaffins,AliceJohnson, Amy Kitchen,
Kimberly Kitts,MikeMajherand Kimberly Powell
South Webster-Aley Cooper and
Georgean Zinker
Stockport-Jason Adams
Stout-CharityDillow,EmilyTipton and Katherine Tipton
Upper
Sandusky-Monica
Frederick
Borden,
•Waverly-Megan
Samantha Champman, Richard Clark;
Sandra
Colegrove,
Jason
Collingsworth, Cheryl Davis, Peter
Dunn, Alka Greer, cti,ystal Hanning,
Crystal Lillich, Brian Meier, Greg
Moore, Krista Murray, Annette
Pearson, Ronald Phipps, Tammy
Rhoads, Stephanie Trowbridge and
Cara Yeary
Wellston-Holly Maxwell and
Michelle Staten
West
Jefferson-Joseph
McKeeman
West Portsmouth-Lisa Brown,
Craig Bruch, Amanda Castle, Douglas Collins, Amy Geno. J_.ori
Gunnoe, Nita Hodge, Angela
Horton, Stacy Montavon, A.my
Moore and Heidi Shoemaker
West Union-Shane Baldwin,
Todd Ellis, Chad Grooms, Donna
Morgan and Jason Osborne
Wheelersborg-BrandonArthur,
MelanieCaudill,JeremyChamberlin,
KassandraChamberlin,JenniferCowling, Donna Crace, Karen Craft, MelissaDelph, Jodie Dingl;!s, Connie

ter, Denise Frazier, Ronald Goodson,
Amy Green, Jacqueline Harris, Beth
Huffman, Kevin Hughes, Kimberly
Hughes, Mae Hughes, Tara Jenkins,
Angela Kelly, Cynthia Layher, Jodi
Lester, Angela Meadows, Lisa
Mershon, Beth Messer, Leasa
Mowery, Bridget Pennington, Tonya
Porter, Lois Price, Thomas Redecker,
Trisha Rice, Regina Richardson,
Donna See, Sherry Skaggs, Sherry
Smith, Amy Spriggs and Melissa
Wallace
Winchester-Amber Pavis and
Dana Kemp

--

Kentucky

Ashland-Cathy Hurn and Keni
Mahan
Catlettsbw-g-Bethany Doolin
Firebrick-Stephanie Flanery
Flatwoods-I ames Caudill and
Rebecca Sexton
Garrison-Adam Liles and Susan
Tackett
Grayson-Ronald Crum
Greenup-Kathryn Conley, William Griffith, Teresa Hamilton, Kelli
Lewis and Christopher Madden
Louisa-Marie Chapman
Maloneton-Christopher Clark
and Lanny Rice
Raceland-Thomas Fannin
Russell-Leigh Jackson and
Deborah Weinfurtner
South Ports.mouth-DeAnn
McKenzie
South Shore-Angela Baker,
Gregory ·Fannin, Brian May and
Martin Meadows
Vanceburg-Lori Ruckel
Worthington-Maria Perkins
Wurtland-Cathy Riggs

West Virginia

Hu_n tington-Kevin Spurgeon
Milton-Cheryl Gibson
On inson

-

Project to loo~ a Ohio's enviromental risks

--

What environmc;otal issues
are mo!>t important to you? This
question is at the heart of Ohio's
Comparative Risk Project, an
effort to assess the! environmental issues facing Ohio and come
up with solutio_ns. A local focus
group, sponsored by the Ohio
Alliance for the Environment,
met on Monday, January 9 at 6:00
pm. at Shawnee State University. Members of the public
joined the ·meeting to identify
environmental problems and prioritize the issues based on citizen values. The meeting was led
by Dr. David Todt, Associate
Professor at Shawnee State, and

David Baur, an employee of
Shawnee State Park, both of
whom have participated in
Ohio's Com para ti ve R_isk
Project meetings in other parts
of the state. ·
The goal of Oh:.c·s Comparative Risk Project is to
create a process for environmental decisio11 m.1king
based on team~\iork and consensus buil~ing ·among the
citizens of Ohio. The process
will set priorities and recommend solutions by '. comb ining scient_ific evaluations
with public values ani; .icommitment to improve our environmental quality. _
Historically, 1,nvironmental
priorities have been dictated by
the crises that emerge. Solutions
have been reactive and not
proactive. With tighter governmental and business budgets and
expanding public expectations
for environmental protection a
more efficient approach to environmental planning is needed.
The need , for such planning,
coup,ed vdth a new emphasis on
planning around state priorities
at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, has prompted

Ohio EPA to .launch the Ohio
Comparative Risk Project.
The Ohio Alliance for the
Environment, a non-profit environmental education organization, is playing a major role
in Ohio's Comparative Risk
Project by gathering information on public environmental
values. To ensure broadrepresentation, the Alliance is providing local "focus groups'' to
obtain input about envi, onmental concerns and pr' orhies.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiii.._......

ilJelTY A.UW J)arts Inc.
1.ate ·Model Amo l'art&
'Foreig" k 'Pome&tk .
Engines• Transmissions• Front Ends
Rear Clips * Doors * Tires, Etc.

* Hot Line Service available
* Late Model Repairables
* Used Cars & Trucks
U.S. 23 South
2 Miles South
U.S. Grant Bridge
South Shore KY.

Andy

Glockner
Toyota/Honda
Sales • Service

Parts• J.;easlna

35~-3255
U S. r
23 North
Po
, Ohio

Ohio tate .
Certified English teacher will

Tutor SSU Students,
Assist w/ outlining and organizational skills for essays, in
all humanities subjects. Call
Tracy; Mollica, 353-6245 .$8-

606-932-447'7
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Come out of hibernation 8 watch the SSU Bears defeat
the Cedarville Yellowjackets on January ~2th at -7:30 P.M.·
But first join us for the "Pizza Feast" on the Mezzanine at
6:oo P.M. and stay and support your Bears

Por,'t forgC?t, Cir,C?n,a Nigl,t, 11:301'.M. 'Friday,Ja1X1ary 27tl,!
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Other Dickens of a Christmas _____________________
By .Jim Thomson

uc Features Editor

On Friday, December 22, this
reporter was invited, by Dr. John
fSimon, SSU music professor, to participate (as a whistler!) in a "singalong" musicale held in the rotunda
of the Scioto County Courthouse,
Iunder the auspices of the West End
Ministries, at the "starting station of
ii the popular candle-lit ··Tour of
; Churches", another popular "Holly
, Days" activity. Unavoidably, 1 arrived at 6: 15 P .M., as the last cf the
tours was assembling_to !'!ave. The
!guides •vere dressed in Di~kens-era
!,costumes and carried anciert c.andlc
'-, antems.
In the courthouse rotunda, there
, as an air offes ti ve spirit. Sant a was
present; a 'large, pretty Chrh tmas
tree sat at the northwest comer cf the
ground floor. The atrium bal..:on)'
~as decorated. I slipped about (not
to distract from the wonderful singjng), seeking out my hc:;t .md the
r.,fasterofCeremoniesto"signin"as
~histler, I spotted, behind the attractive cookie buffet, an imposing
i:lignitary outfitted in a smashing
Edwardian black suit, re·'. vest, and
JGng Edward beard. I was totally

.
1
Ii

I

L

intimidated. ThevisitingEnglishlord
turned out to be our affable Master
of Ceremonies, Charles Dickens,
himself, figurehead of Portsmouth's
month-long Chrisbnas festivities.
Earlier in the week, Mr. Dickens
had made a guest appearance in Professor Kunkle' s Victorian Literature
class, telling about his life and times.
There he stood, in a black Edwardian
coat, red vest, and a real beard!
Dickens, of course, was portrayed
by an imposter (or was he?), who
im,isterl on remaining anonymous.
At the next interlude, he and my
host, Dr. John Simon, greeted me
e&fdially, billed my whistling for the
finale, and offered me the graces of
refreshments and a vantage seat.
The earlier classic portion of the
event was already in progress. FQllowing the popular"Singing Hands"
group delivered Christmas Carol
lyrics in sign language for the deaf,
followed by the gifted Ellen
Pasterzac. Next came the ensemble
of Ralph Clay, Dave Malone and
Vicki Hall for a rousing round of
folk and black-cultural music. Ralph
Clay's returned, later in the bill, for
a finale number (his ensemble attired in their

Student ties knot from page I

· Goodman hopes to bring his new
bride to the United States within a
few months. However, Goodman has
had considerable difficulty in navi~tingthecomplex immigration-laws
t>f the U.S. The couple wishes to
tiave a church ceremony iri Russia
this summer.
Goodman graduated from SSU
this Winter Quarter with a Bachelors Degree in Social Science. Currently, Goodman is employed at a
Columbus office of the Social Security Administration as a Client Rep- resentative. He had served in an intern program with the Portsmouth
Branch of the Social Security Ad(ninistration.
Kashina a graduate from NNS U

striking white robes) for a powerful,
resonant, and heart-felt delivery of
the hymn "My Heavenly Father
Watches Over Me". Next, on the
agenda, Ms. Ellen Pasterzac sang
and played a medley of "SeldomHeard Chrisbnas Carols"; a bill of
·classical pieces from all over the
world, including Irish and Ukrainian folk songs, "What Child is
This", Carol McDonald, Sleep Holy
Babe, and the Coventry Carol.
Next, the classical interlude was
succeeded by Dr. John Simon's folk
music performers. Dr. Simon assembled his folk group, which included the following familiar blue
grass and folk performers, some of
us from his music classes, and individual ~lent. Mr. and Mrs. Holback
held forth on the mandolin and base
fiddle. Dr. Simon played the guitar.
The repertoire included both Christmas and other traditional mountain
pieces, including The Wreck of
Southern 97, Little Redwood Casket, and Gene Autry' s immortal
"Here Comes.Santa Claus". Mrs.
Holback and the ladies gave a lively
demonstration of
placedancingand .

~-----------~

has a five year
degree in
Physics. She
plans on continuing her
education in
the United
States, probably in business. She has
been in employed in the
city's trade.
center, called
the Yarmika,
and with several f~riegn
interests.

E,loc:knewChevw-olet

Sales - Se1Vice - te·a sing
353-2161 '
·
U.S. Rou-te 23 North

3 Miles North of Portsmou-th

clogging steps. Then she did
a couple numbers on. her
amazing novelty folk instru- ·
ment, called a "bird house
banj\l". This unique, but real
stunt instrument resembled a
narrow banjo fret arm attached to a box about the size
of a small cigar box. At the
end of this perfect evening, I
was "up next". I chose to
commemorate the birth of
Christ by whistling two timeless faith pieces, "What Child
.s This", and "Oh Holy
Night". I felt humbled, md
privileged, to have been permitted to participate in the
remembrance of C.hrist's
birthday. My Christmas was
complete. If you did not get a
chancetoenjoythisgala,oldfashionedcommunity event,
you should anticipate it next
Chnsbnas. I will never forget how the calendar spun
back 200 years, as we enjoyed an "old-time Christmas".

-~
Larry _
_?.-!IDMoore
· · _porting
Goods
304 Chllllcothe St.
Portsmouth,. OH

·We?e # -1

,I--J----111111!19·
-------·,t
.
16% Discount CoupOI{

I
I
I

on all regular

I
·I
I

·------------•
.

,

priced ',,,erchandlse

.----------------_:;;;===;;;;;;;====;;;;;;;iiiiiiio==;;;;;;;-.
Shawnee State Nursing Students:

.ABLS Home Medical Suppli~s_
is your Nursing Uniform
He~dquarters.

ABLS has everything for the h~althcare
professional and the recovering patient.

ABLS--

Home Medical Supplies

301 Chillicothe SP Portsmouth, OH (614) 353-1311
1700 Wmchester Ave. • Ashland, KY (606) 329-8089
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Jill Knight to coach Women's Tennis Team

Jill Knight has recently
been named the new Women's
tennis coach at Sh'awnee State
University. Knight takes ovu
a solid program which also
been coached by Chrryl
Mershon the previous four seasons.
"I am excited about star!ing
the <;eason, and anxiou~ to meet
the players," claims Knight, "l
war: tc build the team to ~uc;.
cess with lost ofh:!rd work and
impruvement."
.....;
I'"i.ght,
a self proch1imu!

tennis junkie, has been active
and very successful in area tennis for many years. "We are
happy that Jill accepted our
offer to coach o~r wome_n's
tennis team. She 1s a very 1mpressive person with a va~t ~nis ,background, " says Athletic Director Jim Arnzen .
Knight has played competi\-ively for 20 yea!s and won_
OV•!r 2Ct.; ,:harµpionship~. She
ha~ competed throughout the
Tr\-'.- f..tati" ar"'a as well as in Las
Vegas,Flo r·c, , Michigan.Chi-

________
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_c ago, and Indi;ma.
Jill is a l 976 graduate of
Eastern Kentucky University.
She is employed as a teacher in
~he Secretarial/Word Proc~ssmg program at the Sc10to
County Joint Vocational
School.
"I am looking for interested
players for the upcoming season . which starts in March,"
says Knight, "If interested
pleas<: give me a call at home
~74 '4425 orat SSU 355-2285 ."

New positions added
A.ncwpositionh.,sbeenaJded1 the

B, ~. .R. ·. program thanks to
Amaiq.~ U. '.A. llyan Mt:CaD oo
gru:1 , ld Deccmher 1, 1994..
d will

conrl11 through NoVOOlm 22. 1995.
H · w,1 1iwlp I • ~ - JOnlin· tor of
r .
ARS. pr9gram. with s,,. houl
im ~ I ! ; v··i . ab ling the pro!¥filTI
lo
into Pike
an co n:acli
app ~truicely 4.(Xlfl mo student.,;..
1c ,JJ a gr ua.te u Shawn« 5'atc
wilh u B.S. in rwlural scie"'-"e. will 8™.I
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as tnnllnllnity manager for die Hean
Assocfatiun, nd she's also .in am
volurm.-cr in the J\irtsmoulh area, ·uiking on p«f
limn the playground to
tllcmuseum. Ihchlcr-. nli;o~mo
PortsmouthAre.... Arts Council and
SOMC' C teri Club. Call he1 1mrl
hc"II h Ip you estabH h an alumni
g,roup i y )lll' ,1n:a. Her extens1 n 1s

-122.
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354'-1963
1912 Jackson Ave.

Portsmouth, Ohio

COM~I)~ ~161-iT?
Every Thursday night 8:00 - 11:00
. .-..-~ fie/lie, Peck
... ~·-:·

0

MOSES LEO G ITELSO N ESSAY AWARDS
Center for the Study of the Presidency announces the 1995 Moses Leo Gitelson
Essay Awards for undergraduate students.
TOPIC: '"ISSUES 95"
FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
TH IRD PRIZE

C?estau.-ant
loc-ated at the

~amada Inn
711 Second Street
354-7711

$250
. $150
$ JOO

Seven honorable mention awards and the first three ·p rize winners will all receive
books on the Presidency.
JUDGES -

Editorial Board Presidential Studies Quarter{v

Awards to be announced at Twenty-Sixth Annual Student Symposium,
Hyatt Regency on Capitol Hill, March 24-26, 1995.
Essays should be typ~d, double space, not more than 2500 words.
Manuscript will nQ! be returned.
Essays should be postmarked not later than February 22, 1995, and mailed to:
Maria Rossi
Conference Coordinator
Center for the Study of the Presidency
208 East 75th Street
New York, New York I 0021
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Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection awards $240,000 - - - - - - - - - - -

coLuMBus, OHIO. DECEMBER 20, 1994 The board of
Commissioners of the Lawyers'
Fund for Client Protection (Fund),
met on December 16, 1994 and
awarded over $'.240,000 to 24 law
clients. The eight former Ohi~attorneys were fou11:! to h11ve embezzled
or converted their r.lients fun~s.
The Fund ••1:--:, created by Ohio
attorneys who have taken_responsibility for tt-1': acts commii.ted by dishonest attorne'ys through their financial support of LI-. ~ !'und. They are
committed to improving the status
er the lt:J?al profession.
':en (10) of the awards were
ag ·inst John T. ~weeney of
Cuyahoga County. Mr. Sweeney was
indefinitely suspended from the practice of law and was found guilty in
Cuyahoga County for embezzling
funds from his clients. He is currently incarcera~ed. Mr. Sweeney, a
collections attorney, received payments on behalf of his clients from
debtors but f<!iled to tender the funds
to his clients.
Six (6) of the awards were against
Robert A. Linder of Clermont
County. Mr. Linder embezzled clients' personal injury settlements as
well as funds from trusts and e~tates.
He was convicted and imprisoned
for his conduct.
Four ( 4) a wards totalling
$100,000 were awarded to claimants who suffered losses when their
attorneys misappropriated estate and
trust funds while acting as fiduciaries. The attorneys involved in these
claims have all been disciplined by
the Supreme Court. They are William Dorfmeier of Montgomery,
James Carpenter of Muskingum,
Gregory McDowell of Huron, and

Al Huge of·Hamilton Connties ..
Huge is deceased.
The remaining four (4) awards
involved unearned fees. The attorneys, David Marshall, Richard
Damiani and Ronald Lloyd of Lake,
Cuyahoga and Jefferson counties,
respectively, failed to provide and
services to th.!ir diellLS after co1lecting retainer fees.
The December meeting was the
last meeting for Attorney Thomas
A. Heydinger of Bellefontaine,

Ohio. Heydinger has been Chairman since 1991. Attorney David
S. Bloomfield of Columbus, Ohio
will began his term as Chairman on
January I, 1995.
Any clients who believe they
have sustained losses from attorney theft, embezzlement or attorney failure to return compll':tely
unearned legal fees, should contact the Fund. For more information call (614) 221-0562 or f-SG0231-1680 (toll-free in Ohio).

--------------

ADD A READING ENDORSEMENT
TO YOUR CERTIFICATE!!
Slow Reader
1--am - in • the-slow - read -c~
gmup - my • hrothcr - is • in • the

football - team my - sis • ler - i-1

~;

- Alan Ahlbcn

· Plcnsc Mrs Butler

•-aiildren learn lo read by rcadin8 • and lhc sensible 1cachcr makes leming cosy and intereSling: not dimeult and
horing ...
-F~tSmith

The Politics of Ignorance

9a.m ..._.m. Mon-Sun

CENTER FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Reading Endorwment Requirements
Course
No.

Credit

Hour:s

Course

•rnut 312

Lilcmcy Foundalions
or
lntenlisciplinary Tcm:hing Mc1hods:
Literacy and Social Sludics
Dc,clopmcnoal Reading
Writing in the Elementary/Secondary
Clas~>m
Adolescent Litcrollure
Critical Reading in lhc Cootcnt Arca"
Children's Lilcrature
• Introduction to Language and Llnguisaics
P-.inems or English

"EDUC320
EDUC 321
EDUC 322
EDUC323
EDUC 324
ENGL300

ENGL360
ENGL362

Open Bowllag s:1.00 Dally

32

NOTE: Students must t:.1.kc and pa.~s thc NTE Reading, Et.lucalion Specially Arca faam.

Sec )'001' advisor

SandstoneTrails and Horse Camp
Beautiful horses and scenic country
Ride for as little as $10.00
Picnic area with sparkling stream
Primitive camp sites

Tolal Credil Hours

r,.- prc-n;quisil~.

• t:..pecially rw practiting 1eaechers! Reing offered_ Winter Quarter. 'Yrdnesdllly 6:00 - 10:00 p.m.
t·nr more inrormation can Dr. Dawaa l,u Hucha1111n-8err'll8• at 35..'-1565.

574-5992 -Ask for Sandy

$ Dollar Bill's $aloon $
Breakfast starts at 6 A.M.

FOODLAND

2335 Galena Pike
We"°t Ponsmout.h

Sister's Corner Boutique

Garfield Ave.

Portsmouth

Briar Patch

Rt. 348 and 104
/..MCll.'il'ille

SDollar Bill"$ Saloon

Comer of

£Tcn.twl• &-

Old Scioto Trail

Rosemount

Oasis

PbrtSmoulh

Portsmouth

11th 'tied and Kendall

~!ll<il'WrilOO
3965 Gallul

r

@lw(P.i!J~<11]

New Bosten

ffc!JAU!Jf2.;£7lJ

522 2nd Sl.

Po,gmouJh

Real Home Cooked Lunch $1.25

Free unday lunch l P.M.

Football Saturday & Sunday
Bottled ancl Tap Beer available

On the corner._ eflackson and

Shawnee Jjilliards
908 Gaili1 St. ISJ-9147

Jackson and Carnpbell

A.lJTOBA.IIN

616/ahnSL

Sunset 8 Rainbow Lanes

The rcilding education program provides a series of spxially designed courses and f~ld cxpcri~es lcadin.~ to a
reading endorsement (K-12) which can be added 10 lhc ck:menlary or sccond.lry cen1fica1c. llns Pmtuam ts
designed for holh pre-service students and in-service studenl~

local businesses

201411th Sttt,e t
Portsmouth

J.lnnagement
802 N11tfooal CU.
Bldg.
Pr.rt _ OU 53-7469
R nt J Rous s •o t
pt . Near

.,

7he !Jn/verst'ty &ltronic!e is available at these fone

Sac·s

Sciolo Rf.'.::Dl I

~~::.~•:::-~~:~,':--c~~!

- mas-play - I am 111 - lhc - idow - read ·
cr.,-gmup that • JN • all • I • am • m - 1 •
hate it.

Billiards

* Ping-Pong *Video Games

Full size tables and Coin operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with
VALID l.D. ONLY!
Mon.-Thur.12:00 P.H. -12.00 A.M. Fri. &
Sat 12:00 P. M. I :00 A.H. Sun. I :00-1 I :DO
Fun For the Whole family

11
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tium), Priscilla Strunk (Instructor of Respiratory Therapy)
15 years: Donald Chestnut
(Custodian), Joanne Abel (Chairperson of Associate Degree Nursing Department).
20 years: Gene Wilson (Fiuancial Aid Director), Robbie
Burke (Professor of Business
Management), Phyllis Kegley
(Associate Professor of Math-

I

ematics) Eleanor Marsh (Associate Professor of Sociology/
Anthropology) , Barb Ross
(Health Sciences Representative).
25 years: Fred Chrisma.n (Student Activities/ Auxiliaries Director), Sibylle Herrmann (Associate Professors of History/
Political Science), Tom Stead
(Associate Professor/ Art Chair).

Eajoy the 1Folk-Boek sounds
of Fntteriity Reeords'
recording artist(s):

Steve Free ana The Muddle
Puddle Band

HIGH PERfORMANCE AND HIGHER EDUCATION

&

A high perfonnana: company
.II. =ognizes the~ for change
.II. hamesscs change to achieve its goals

.A,

A high perfonnance campus
4i. uses change consauctively; enriches

.&_

Public colleges :md universities
.II. examining critical iss=
_.. improvina their effectiveness
.II. ,hanging in impo<t.lnt ways

=

/

me ac3dcmic experience

...... The :nvironmcm delT1aJ1ds furcher .::hange

.A ~nowledge is power. l!lpcnisc is mipact

CJmpuses in • high performance system
.A know their individu~ Jnd collective missions
.l. pcrfonn. lre mc:isured 1nd rewarded according !0 mission
_., innovate :i.nd tCSl new strategies

:1_

Ohio needs to cre:11c high performance composes; • high pcrionnancc $J1S1Cm.

COMPONENTS Of THE FUNDING MODEL
TO ACHIEVE CHANCE:

Fundins would .JCCclcr.lle tbe nm."orrmtioo of Chlo !ugbcr
educacxia forlbe 2btccmu.ry.

l'Y " ' m millioa - 1.9'!1.
ri 97: Sol-3 mtllioa -

u~

TO ACHIEVE .KCOUNTABTUTY

Fuads would recoga~ campu.a mission accomplilDmetll co meet:
rqional aad SIDie oeeds.
FY Mi: $3 million • .2'5o
FY '7: $36..1 million • 2.4'5i

A t E ula ' · Mur ray ll'eet P11b
811 Murray Strec~ Portsmou
Fri.., Jan. 13 & Sat.. , Jan 14 at 9:30 ~m,
0111.e and hear 011e of the area's be,rt ba11d~J

FY Mi: it.JS billion :97.~
n'TT: Sl.47 milHoa-94.8~

Video Rentals from tbe Game Boom
Videos are available for students
in the game room of the University Center
Rental Rules are as follows:
1. Vi_deos are only available
to any SSU student with a valid
I.D.NOEXCEPTIONS!!! I.D.s
will be held until the videos have
been returned and checked.
2. There is a $10 charge for
any lost, stolen, or damaged
videos.
3. All videos must be returned in two days to the game
room, within two ~ays of rentals.
4. Only two videos per student per night.
5. Any videos rented on
Friday do not have to be returned until Monday.
6. If you return a video and
the game room is closed, return
the video to the Student Activities Office (Fred Chrisman' s
Office).
Video List
#00 I IO 1 Dalmatians G
#002 Aladdin G

#003 Fantasia G
Red Shoe PG
#004 Fem Gully G
#023 Naked Gun 21/2 PG#005 The Great Mouse De- · 13
#024 Only the Lonely PGtective G
#006 Homeward Bound G 13
#025 Other People's Money
#007 Little Nemo G
R
#008 Rock A Doodle G
#026 Pure Luck PG
#009 Treasure of the Lamp
#027 Secret Admirer PG
(Duck Tails) G
#028 Stop!OrMyMomwill
#010 Boomerang R
#01 1 Captain Ron PG-13 Shoot PG-13
#029 Wayne's World PG-13
#012 Distinguished Gentle#030 What About BOB? PG
man R
#031 Billy Bathgate R
#013 Doc Hollywood PG
#1)32 Boiling Point R
#014 Don't Tell Mom the
#033 Boyz 'N the Hood R
Baby-sitter is Dead PG-13
;#(134 Bugsy R
#015 Father of the Bride
#035 Double Impact R
PG
#036 FX2 PG-13
#0 I 6 Fraternity Vacation
#037 Hook PG
R
#038 Indiana Jones and the
#017 Ground Hog Day
Last Crusade PG-13
PG
#039 The Last Boy Scout R
#018 Gung Ho PG-13
#040 Lethal Weapon 3 R
#019 He Said, She Said
#041 The Mechanic PG
PG-13
#042 Navy S.E.A-L.S. R
#020 Honey, I Shrunk the
#043 The Package R
Kids PG
#044 Passenger 57 R
#021 Kuffs PG-13
#045 Rockateer PG /
#022 The Man with One

#046 The Rookie R
#04 7 Sneakers PG- 13
#048 Sniper R
#049 Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles 3 PG
#050 Thelma & Louise R
#051 To Live and Die in L.A.
R
#052 Top Gun PG
#053 Universal Soldier R
#054 White Water Summer
PG
#055 Dracula R
#056 Freddy's Dead R
#057 The Hitcher R
#058 Witchboard R
#059 Alive R
#060 AwakeningsPG-13
#061 Body of Evidence R
#062 Cape Fear R
#063 City of Joy PG-13
#064 Class Action R
#065 Consenting Adults R
#066 The Crying Game R
#067 E.T. PG
#068 Fat Man and Little Boy
PG-13
#069 A Few Good Men R
#070 Fire in the Sky PG- I 3

#071 Fisher King R
#072 Grand Canyon R
#073 The Hand the Rocks the
Cradle R
#074 Honeymoon in Vegas
PG-13
#075 Howards End PG
#076 J.F.K. R
#077 A League of Their Own
PG
#078 Mortal Thoughts R
#079 One Good Cop R
#080 Patriot Games R
#081 Presumed Innocent R
• #082 Regarc.ing Henry PG13
#084 Scent o.1' A Woman R
#085 SilenceoftheLambs R
#086 Single White Female
R
· #087 Star Trek 6 PG
#088 St. Elmo's Fire R
#089 Truth or Dare (Madonna) R
#090 Unforgiven R
#091 Unlawful Entry R
#092 White Knights PG13
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seamless transfer of community college graduates to Shawnee State: 'Ibis,
in turn, will have a positive impact on
our ability to offer more upper-division courses, which is important to our
baccalaureate students who wish to
graduate in four years or less.
The changes in our general education program will probably alter our
mission statement modestly, a task we
need to act on with dispatch as we look
toward a deadline of early March this
year for sending our two-year college
catalog to the printer.
Aggressively Pursuing Transfer
Students: We are getting close to
achieving a course equivalence listing
between Shawnee State's master list
of courses and those of our major
feeder community colleges. Thanks
to the work of several cooperating
faculty chairs with Tom Charles, this
will lead toward building new Institutional transfer agreements between
community colleges and Shawnee
State.
We already have disciplinary
agreements in place with Southern
State (in business), and Terra Technical College (in plastics), and most
recently, thanks to JeffBat•cr, a transier agreement with Maysville Community College (in environmental. science). We are, to put it simply,
positioning ourselves to aggressively
invite community college graduates to
complete their four-year degrees at
SSU, including now, graduates with
two-year technical degrees.
Building Enrollments through
Extension Courses: As a result of the
work ef Steve Doster, Bob Lawson
and Tom Charles, we are actively pur"Suing the offering of B.S. degreecompletion programs at Southern State
Co,rununity College. We must operate under the approval rules of the
OBR and the North Central Association for off-campus degree programs,
but we have at least made a start. We
are, in fact, studying the feasibility of
offering a two-year technical degree
on the Southern State campus in lieu
of their gettini; degree approval for a
program that needs to be offered only
onetime.
New Flexible Degree Major: In a
related development, Dennis Travis
has designed a new academic major,
· 1l'ed General Studies, that is proposed to be offered within our B.A.
and B.S. degree authority. I did a
similar thing when I was a dean at
another place and found that it was
possible to develop both individualized majors as well as group majors
under a general studies rubric. Let me
explain.
In one case, student and faculty
mentors designed a degree program
by combining a set of carefully se-

became a BGS degree in Medical
Illustrating. In another case, the baccalaureate degree needs of a group of
empl'?yees of a large company were
met though a "reversecapstone"where
general education courses were layered over the top of technical associate degrees. The resultanting degree
was a Bachelor of General Studies in
Nuclear Plant Operations, taught simultaneously at seven plant sites
through electronic blackboard.
I hope the faculty who are now
reviewing the Travis proposal wil! see
the merits of the general studies major
because it is a powerful option that
will give Shawnee State University
great flexibility in meeting the academic needs of students, especially
community and technical college
graduates, non-traditional students,
and groups of employees.
Interactive Television? As a part
of a longer-term vision, we are about
to embark on a consulting contract,
under Pete Duncan's guidance, to help
us decide on the feasibility of establishing an interactive television connection between Shawnee State and
Southern State Community College
as well as our Piketon Extension .,;enter.
Called ITV, several universities in
Ohio are using this interactive teaching-learning system to offer courses at
branch campuses or other remote,
sparsely populated sites. Some states,
notablyMaineandNorthDakota(and
several others), are "wired," in the
vernacular ofthe techies, so that course
sharing between colleges is a common, every hour ~urrence.
Continued on page 20
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The University Chronicle's News
Hotline Contest

$100 will be given for the best news tip of the 199495 academic year. Callers' names will be ke1,1t confidential and will be judged solely by The
Chronicle's Editor-in-Chief. Call The Chronicle 24
hours a day and leave a message, 355-2278.
Tips will be judged on validity and importance. If tips
are not judged worthy; the money will be allotted for
next year's contest. All decisions will be final.
he funds for this project are donated by Dr. Mark A.
Mirabello, Associate Professor of.H istory.
FROM THE
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1995-1996 AMS/INDUSTRY UNDERGRADUATE

SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE ATMOSPHERIC AND RELATED
OCEANIC AND ffYDROLOGIC SCIENCES
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The AMSflnduslry Undergraduate" Sd1olar.;hip Program. now in it~ fifth year. is
<k-signed 10 cncoural):e ouNandin(! undcrt!,rJduate' sludcnt, to puf'\uc c.i~cr, in
the atmospheric and rel.J1ed oc-i:1111ic and hydm\ogic sciclk."ts. The AMS is
joining with leading environmental science and service 1.·orporJtions to offer
twelve 1995/96 undeQ!:raduate scholarship,.. Prospecti\le can~ida1cs fmm the'
ti,:lds of the atmdspheric sciences. oceanoirJpby. hydrology. chemis1ry.
compuler sciences. mattk-matics. engineering. and physK.~ who intend lo pur.,;ue
careers in 1he atmo~ric and rela1ed occ:"Jnic and hydmlngic scien<.~ are
encouraged to apply.

1995/96 ai..·ademic year. Two categOOes of sludents are eligible:

I ).Students v.ho arc cnrolk.-J or who arc plannini to enroll in a cour.,e of study
leading to a bac.:helor's degn.-e in 1hc atmo-.pheric or related accanil- or hydrol(>gic sciences.
21 Students who arc enmlkd in a pmgrJm leading to a bachelor\ degree in
,;cicnce or engineering who have demonstrJtcd a ckar intent to pur..ue a career
in 1he aunosphcric or rela1cd oceanic or hydmlo,:.C 1:5i•
ences following the completion of apPmpriaJe 'ipecializcd
education at the graduate le\lel. Clear intent must be demThc American Meteorolo.gical Society j.; joining with 13
onstmted by the presentation of a proposed
lead.inf: environmentil science and scn·tee rorporJtions to A M S / I n d u s t r y prof:ram of study for the junior uod ...cnio~ year.,
offer 199~ undergraduate sche)arship-ri in Ult atmo~igned to prepare lhe student for adm1.;.-.ion to
spheric and related oceanic and hydroloe"ic sciences.
a graduate progrdm in the atmospheric ~iencts
or a refuted di-.cipline. and enforcemenl of the
Corporation, collaboratin~ with the AMS in the prog:rum are HughC'li
,tudent"s pl.an, by submi~sion of a written ,1ateSTX Corpor.uion: Science and Technology C!1fPOrl1lion: Vaisala.
ment from one or more faculty member. familiar
Inc.: Alden Eltttronics. Inc.: Radian C'orponltion: The MITRE
with his or her ohjectivts~
Corporation: Concurrent Computer Corporation: Handar Inc.:
Applicant,. must have successAAI Sy!i!em, Management lltCOrporaled: National Council of
fully completed two years of
lndusirial Meteorologist,: Belfon lnSl!Um<nl Co.: Particle
C,
,S
Sludy ot on accredited inMitution
Measuring System\. Inc.: and Eanh Tech.
with a minimllm gr.Ide point averThe AMS/Industry Unde'!radu~e •
,,,_~
age of JO on a~ (;.poml scale (by •
Scholarships are designed 10
rl ( I.I"
Auiust 1995). Candidates mu-.1 he U.S. citizens or
encOllraie ouu.tanding under•
hokl pennanent resident \tatu~. Then: an: no age
gradua1e students to pur.iue career.
res1rictinns.
in the atmospheric and rela1ed oceanic and
The aw-Jrds are S2lXXI for a nine-month period and an addihydrologk sciences. The awards are based pn
tional S2(XXI f01 a su~quent nine-month period in the
merit and awarded to students who demonstrate
senior y~ar. Thi: AMS Ex.1.-cuti\le CommiUet will -.elect the
po<cntial for acromplishmenl in lhese fields.
IW5196
;1wardees based on recommtnda1ions or the AMS
Prospecti\le candidates from lhe fields of 1he
Committee of Judges fOI Unde~radua1eAwards ..
atmospheric !".Ciences. oceanography. hydrology, chemistry. computer sciences. mathematHo11
APt•u
ics. engineering. and physics who intend to pur.uc: careers
Tll rcq11t."St an .q,plicatton. mail a self-.Kfdrcssed. stamped
in 1he aunospheric and relaled oceanic and hydrologic
envelope to:
~ienccs are encouraged to apply. Students who will be
,\ml•rkan \l,•ll'on.itttt;kal S4N.·il>ty
juniol'!i in the fall of 1995/96 academic year are eligible .
\ttu: .\\1S/lndust,-,, l"ndl•r~n1du.1i1ll' ~M:hola~ip Pnll?,nlffl
The award is renewed for the senior year based on the
-lS lk.M.·oa Stm-1
recipient's perfonnance and Lhe recommendation of
lloslon. ~IA 0210K-.16Y.I
a faculty ad\li-.or.
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The AMS and collaboniting U.S. industries developed 1his
program to augment the numher of promhing youni scicnUst.s in field~ ~ital to our nation's future. This effort is dcsi~ncd
to help young Mudents at a critical time in their cduca1ional
li\leS and to attract them to fulfilling and useful careers. The
fast-growing industry p,1nicipation in the rrogram is cvidclll.-c
of coq>onite environmem,I awareness and .w. cummitmcnt k,
pr<=V< the quali1y of life in the United Stales in lhe coming year.;.

•
·354~2'859 .
1144 Ill ..._

Storm Windows
!

1995/96

The AMS encourag~ applicillions from women, mirKwitics, and disahlcd
students who are traditionally undcrrcprescrllcd in the atmospheric and related
oceanic sciences.
EUGIHll.ll'Y Rt:Ql!IIIEMt:N'l'S
Scholarships are available 10 full-time students entering their junior years in the

Only applications on an official 1995196 AMS/lnduslry Undergr.adualC Scholarship fonn will he con.;idered. Any qutstions
rei;anling lhc AMS/Industry U~r:iduat< Sd1ol:trship
ProgrJm tru1y hc dim:1cd to Stepb:mie Annstmng.
Scholarship Coerdinator. AMS hcadquan.:r:s..
617-227<!426 ext 235.

1995/% AMS/bmtxr11\· Usnt:RGR.\lll'An:
Sc1101.A11s1111• C\t.t:Sll.\R

Applications arc available 1hmugh 3 Fdnuary l99~.
Complcll..'d applications with all allachmcnts an: due 17 Fehrualy 1995.
S.:lx~aMiJ1!i will he .."'.....-..-.1 ,., 5 May 1995.

AJ11'1ications will"'" he con,idcn.-d unkss all of the r<q!!<Slcd ma1erial has
hccn received by 17 Fct.vary IW5.
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ForShawneeState,wesimplyneed timeyouhearonlocalradiotheadvertoknowhowtobestaddressteaching tisement from Mind University, call
small classes at Southern Staff' and thetoll-free800-numberandaskthem
Pike County. The consultation will to send you information. The next
help us to determine the most cost time you see an ad on local T.V. that
effective way to send and receive au- encourages enrollments in credit
dio and video signals. If anything courses through Kentucky Education
proves feasible, we need to know the Television, call them to see what's
costs of the appropriate technology available. ·
before we c.m even think about applyThe Board of Regents' press to
ing for a grant to construct an interac- change the ways we teach students is
tive television system. And we need, not a passing fad! When you get the
of course, to enlist the help of faculty materials from Mind university, you
who are willing to offer experimental will find that it is possible to earn a
courses through ITV.
four-year degree from regionally .ac- ..
Recei,ving Instruction through credited universities without ever leavTelevision: In the meantime, we al- ing you living room,;. And, when you
ready have the capability of receiving tune in on the cour.;e.. that MU offers,
instruction through satellite technol- you cannot help-but evaluate t;hem as
ogy and are looking at the possibility truly mind boggling and exciting learnof importing to campus a language ing experiences. That was my expericourse for a small number of students ence, at least, when I watched a segwho wish to study Russian. We al- ment of a Music Appreciation course
ready import a graduate degree pro- recently.
There are, of course, pitfalls we ·
gram to campus for faculty member
Jeff Humble who is pursuing a top- need to worry about beyond "What
quality Master's degree without leav- will happen .to my job when SSU
ing Portsmouth.
implements all of this new technologiThe Competition: as I address.what cal stuffT' From my perspective, we
some may derisively call the "Buck won• t see a reduction in faculty numRogers Syndwme," I need to point out ber even during my grandchildren's
that, even though we are located in a lifetimes because of the use of techrural part of the country, we face stiff nology for learning.
competition from the entrepreneurial
What I do see, however, is the role
colleges that intend to steal students of many faculty changing over the
Continued on page 21
out from under our noses. The next
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Upward Bound N~eds -.Utors!
Tutors are need for High School Subjec s.
Spanish - A~e&ra - E1tgli1h - GQfemmtnt Histoty - Geometry
Tutoring at Scioto County Schools
$6.25/hr. + Mileage

U Jnrer 111ted p ease caJI he Upward Bound Offic at 355-2439 or ~top by our
office in 1'h~ ~ommons huUding Jocated in the RIO Center (old learrtln&
enter).

Are you a ·new student employee or
Work/Study?
As part of your conditions of employment you need to sign up for Partners' Training.
January 31 and Fei>, uary 2
Tuesday/Thursday

10.a.m. to 12 noon

February 7 an, . 9
Monday/We,!.nesday

2 to4 p.m.

February I j and 15
Monday,' \'ednesday

12 to 2 p.m.

February 21 and 28
Tuesdays

5 to 7 p.m.

All training sessions are held in the f•udent Affairs Conference Room and are limited to
15 students per session. ~ease sign up in the Career Center.

INSTANT REPLAY
SsLJ•s Return tc::»
t h e 70
l:>ance

-On JanualV 13, t995 from 9:00 p.m. untn Midnight in the Micldethwate lounge of-the University
·· .Center vou can retum to tfaose ,avs of vestelVear as the Students Program_ming Board brings back the
sauey seventies with a Welcome aack To The 70 s Dance. Dance to the music that vaur parents loved and_.
tried to forget. To be sure vou're correctly attired, raid their closets
for vintage elephant bells and stacks. Cash prizes will be awarded for
the most authentic threads 'at tonight's disco-rama. Sponsored IP{
the Student Progratnming Board, the dance is free to SSU students and a guest. Avalid SSU ID is required.
1
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next thirty years from serving as the moneyoutofourbas1csubs1ayfundface-to-face instructorof students in a ing?'' It's a sobering thought!
For another short-term pitfall,
lecture format to serving as a coach,
mentor, and guide to learning. Some what will be the benchmarks for
will serve as producers, directors or achieving funds for the performance
on-camera teachers, while others will dimension of "The High Perforserve to evaluate students• progress in mance C_ampus?'' As an example,
learning, or as re-designers of earlier one of our goals is to. increase the
CD-ROM's, r.omputersoftware, and, rate of Appalachians attending college. If we already attract 600 Appayes, even books.
Given that faculty roles will un- lachian high school graduates a year
doubtedl:; be redefined significantly to Shawnee and drop down to 500
in the future, I encm!lage discussions next year, what will b~ the funding
at· Shawnee State, perhaps through ramifications?
some kind of continuing round table
Identifying benchmarks will,
format, that address this important is- therefore, be especially important to
us as wee look toward implementing
sue.
We do have short-tenn pitfalls to performance-funded initiatives. So
worry about, however, as the OBR too will be our faculty members•
seeks to get '"The High Performance competitive spirit in writing proCampus" funded at some meaning- posals to get our fair share of funds
·to develop new teaching-learning
ful level.
I am led to believe that Governor models that help undergraduate
Voinovich endorses the concepts em- students to learn. And, we must
bodied in the proposal. Most gover- maintain our enrollments -- if not
nr;rs would like a concept that allo- grow significantly -- if we expect
cates money to education institutions to lay claim to the basic foundation
for performance because of its at- funding that keeps our doors open.
In summary, we know that the
tachment to accountability. My question is, "What if the Ohio General "old ways" of getting any signifiAssembly adopts the concept, does cant increases from the state have
not fund it at $39.8 million over the not bee.n successful. The "new
biennium, but directs us to take the ways" included in "The High Per-

:-

formance Campus" embody the
known foundation funding based
on enrollments. It now proposes to
include a performance funding dimension based on institutions
meeting the OBR-defined functional mission statements and institution-specific, measurable
goals. It also proposes to initiate a
competitive grant process to
achieve changes in the ways faculties approach teaching and the ways
in which students approach learn~
ing.
We must .also be concerned
about the benchmarks used to measure the achievement of performance. And, with institutions much
more mature than Shawnee State
and Staffed much deeper and
broader with faculty, we must become competitive in developing
proposals that enhance the teaching-learning process.
Shawnee State's people have
faced similar odds in the past and
have overcome them. I see no reason why we will not again rise to
the task. We simply must have the
collective will to be creative and
innovative as we focus our efforts
on meeting our unique calling and
special niche in higher education.
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SMILES
NEEDED!
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55U
Denrhu. H. · CWllie
'

Cleanings for
,ssu Students
,$3.00 X-Rays
Available

Monday - Thursday
12:00 - 4:00
CALL OR COME IN
FOR
AN APPOINTMENT
355-2241
_,.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

Travel

$hawnN $111t Urmnlly

and

Study

Sociology 499
4 quarter hours
Tuition and Fees $296*

in

Greece

Summer Quarter, 1995

June 17 - July 1

r

TRAVEL WORLD TOUR OF GREECE
BBCORTBD BY PROF. HADJJYANNIS, SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY

Tour Cost
$2, 166 per person
Cost lndudes:
Round Trip Airfare
Motorcoach Transport
Lodging and Breakfast
12 Meals
and More .•• .
For further Information,
please call

MAP CONPLED

DR. D~K.

ssu~

•out-of-atate fNI are slightly higher
There ie a 30 a
ion f
for fir

istration

Travel World
1-800-210-3350
or
(614) 354-5465

"

/1
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CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 FOR 30 WORDS, PER WEEK. PAYMENT IN ADV CE. CALL FOR DISP AY AD RATES.
00

CALL 355.. 2278 OR MASSI 411

ANNUAL JOB FAlR COMES
TO SSU
The Career Center's Annual
Job Fair will be held Wednesday,
February 22, from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00p.m.
Therewillbeinter11iewsoncampus. , Scheduled for Thursday,
January IS', is an officu· recruiter
for the Air Force to interYiew any
Bachelor Degree seeking students
interested. Stude1:ts must have a
2.5 GPA or higher. Sign up for
interviews in the Career Center prior
to January 18.
The Southern Ohio Medical
Center will be scheduling interviews
with graduating nursing students on
Saturday,January21. Contact Karen
Walburn, Professional Recruiter,
SOMC, 1248Kinney'sLane,Portsmouth,OH 45662,354-7607. Nursing students will not be interviewed
by sm. · during the Job Fair on
February 22.
Students that wiU be within 45
hours of either an associate or a
bachelors degree in Office Administration, Accounting, Plastics Engineering Technology, or Natural
Science areas in Chemistry, Physics, or Biology, that have an interest
in a summer internship at Martin

National Science Foundation - , ministrative Rules for Certification
Marietta, should submit a ~-esume to ment, Room 1012, 65 South Front
the Career Center prior to. January Street, Columbus, OH 43266-0308. National Science Foundation, Divi- of Community Mental Health SerVarious teaching positions. Com- sion of Human Resource Manage- vices and the administrative Rules
22.
Volunteers needed £t South- plete listing on file in the Career ment, 4021 Wilson Boulevard, for Licensure of residential FaciliRoom 315, Arlington, VA 22230. ties. Completion of undergraduate
em Ohio Shelter ran by the South- Services Office.
Office of Personnel Manage- Various listed positions. Listing on core program in mental health and
em Ohio Task Force on Domestic
mental retardation technology, soViolence. Please c.aU at (614) 456- ment - Personnel Department, 200 file in the Career Services Office.
Mental Health Standards Sur- cial work or comparable field or 24
8217. Great e, perience for Social West Second Street, Room 507,
Science Maj on.. Only femak.s should , Dayton, OH 45402. Various gov- teyor-Assesses compliance of com- months expt' rience in mental health
ernment service positions. Listing munity mental health service agen- practice required. Submit an Ohio
inquire.
Alaska Employment- Students on file in the Career Se:rvices Office. cies and residential facilities with Civil Service Application, ADM
Needed! Fishing industry. Earn up To obtain federal job information requirements established in the Ad- 4268, to Linda J. Mosely, Ohio
to $3,000 to $6,000+ per month. from a touch-tone phone, call 513/ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Room and board! Transportation! 225-2720 or 513/225-2-2866.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn
Male or Female. No ewei.:Icnce neeessary. Call (206)545-4155 up to· $2,000+/month working on
Cruise Ships and Land-Tour com- ExtA62301.
***Spring Break*** America's panies . World travel (Hawaii;
#1 SpringBreakCompany!Cancun, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.), SeaBahamas,Daytona&Panama! 110% sonal and Full-Time Available. No
Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize experience necessary. For more in15friendsandTRAVELFREE!Earn formation call 1-206-634-0468 Ext
highest commissions! (800) 32- C62301.
U.S. Department of AgriculTRAVEL.
Wanted!!!- Individuals, Stu- ture - Office of Personnel, Minidents Organizations; and Small Mail, SM-7, Washington, DC,
groups to Promote Spring '95. Earn 20250 - 9600.
substanial MONEY and FREE Various listed
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S positions. ListShawnee's very own
LEADER,INTER-CAMPUSPRO- ing on file in the
award-winning
GRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
Career Services
DepartmentofEducation -Per- Office.
sonnelDepart-

Mdium1ton'1
(/)airy 'Bar & 'Restaurant

l)alb' §peclals
~lzza SPeclals
Val"b-' Va'"

Su,.dev

Crispe Creme
Donuts

-

Open I 0am-1 I pm
Fri & Sat till I 2pm
Formerly Dillow's Dairy Bar

wants your

Are you undecided on your major?

Education is good. Yet, if you are undecided on your major, you
may be able to put your money, time, and energy to better use.
Make an appointment with a Career Counselor in the Office of
Counseling and Career Services, Prst floor of Commons Building, or
call 355-2213. Education may b~ good, but education with a
purpose is better. The services of the Office of Counseling gnd
Career Services are available to all students free of char,ge.
....

POETRY (all fonns)
PHOTOGRAPHY (black and white)
and

ART (ink sketchings)
Drop off your submissions in the Silhouette mailbox located outside our door on the first
floor of the Arts and Humanities Bldg 1004 before the end of Fall Quarter. Your
submissions should have your name and address in the upper left hand comer. Also
include your name and address along with two lines of autobiographical information on a
separate sheet of paper•
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Classifieds
Department of Mental Health, 30 E.
Itoad Street, Room I I 80, Columbus,
OH 43266-0414. (614)-466-9922.
District Treasurer • Treasurer
a1d chief fiscal officer of the district,
~rdinates district finances with state
aad county fiscal officials; keeps acc1rate records·of all monies; helpi.
_pepare annual budgets and approJtiation, manages all accounting systems. Candidates must possess a
btasurer's license or have the neceseducational andexperiencequaliftcations to obtain one from the Ohio
DepartmentofEducation. Sendletter
emphasizing qualifications and recent
achievements, completf d application
form, resume with thr;;e references,
copy of Ohio Treasure- License or
evidence that one is ob..linable, university placement file or transcripts to
Three Rivers Local School District;
Attn: Treasurer Search, 92 Cleves
Avenue, Cleves, OH 45002.
Speech Language Pathologist Reasonable caseloads, CFY Supervision. Get experience with Bilingual
Native American Children. Send resume to Central Consolidated Schools,
ExceptionalPrograms,P.O.Box 1299,
Shiprock, NM 87420.
Occupational Therapist • Send
resume to Central •- ')n.-:olidated
Schools, Exceptional Programs, P.O..
Box 1299, Shiprock, NM 87420.
Occupational Therapy Assistant
• Positions in home health care, school
system, acute care, and sub-accurate
unit. Send resume to Jean Schonauer,
C.Q.0., Layton Physical therapy Co.,
Inc., 38500 Chardon Road, Suite D,
Willoughby Hills, OH 44004.
Physical Therapist and Physi. cal Therapy Assistant - Ideal candi·
date must be licensed P.T. or P.TA.
possessing strong clinical skills, communication skills, and a dedication to
excellence. Send resume to Bill
Barker, Assistant Executive Director
of Administrative Services, Pleasant
Valley Hospital. 2520 Valley Drive,
Point Pleasant, WV 25550.
Psychology Assistant 1- Requires
working knov. ledge of psychological
theories, interventions and evaluation
techniques in order to provide psycholopical services or administer
therapy for stress and pain management. Send resume to Human Resources, Gallipolis Developmental

-r'Jl <JO/TTl:.CJ>re:tlO<_ __/_

Genuine nex1cnn roan .
Bu rrito •s

Ench,·ttada ·s
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-
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Shawnee State Nursing Students:
-

-

ABLS Home Medical Supplies
is your. Nursing Uniform
Headquarters.

ABLS has everything for the healthcare
professional and the recovering patient.

ABLS--

1-900-945-5500
Ext. 3629
24 Hrs. - 7 Days
2.99 Per Min. - Must Be 18 Or Older
Procell Co .

I

Center, 2500 Ohio A venue, Gallipo- • analytical skills needed to maintain logs; analytical skills necessary for Position is part of a self-directed
lis, OH 45631. (614) 446-1642.
filing systems and answer routine routine tasks; working knowledge work team. Applicant must demonPainter- Perfonns skilled paint- questions and prepare routine reports ofcommercial floor cleaning chemi- strate the ability to work as a meming and related work with other paint- according to directions. Wage scale cals; knowledge of commercial ber of a team. Satisfactory compleers on a crew. Three years experi- begins at $8.35/hr. Position reports cleaning equipment and techniques; tion of a custodial )ob-skills test is
'
ence as a painter or three year painter to the Director, EOC. Interested some custodial work experience; in- required.
apprenticeship program. File appli- employees should complete bid fonn terpersonal and communication
Wage scale begins at $7.55/hr.
cation in person in Room 15, City with the Office of Personnel no later skills for nonnal exchange of infor- Hours of work are variable with posHall, 801 Plum Street, Cincinnati, than 5:00 p.m. Friday, January 13.
mation with University personnel; sible weekend hours. Shift schedOH 45202.
Regular or Part-time Custo- job requires movement of heavy ules subject to change based on needs
Men/Women wanted. Earn up dian of Physical Facilities Depart- objects, access to difficult areas in- of operation. Positions report to:
to $480 weekly assembling circuit ment Primary duties of this posi- cluding areas reachable by ladder. Assistant Director of Facilities. Inboards/electronic components at tion include the ongoing maintenance Requires cleaning and safe use of terested employees must apply in
home. Experience unnecessary, will of floors: mopping, stripping, wax- equipment (especially floor equip- the Office of Personnel no later than
train. Immediate openings your lo- ing, buffing, vlfcuuming, shampoo- ment) for a majority of work time. 5:00 P.M., Friday, January 13.
cal area. Call 1-602-680-4~7 Ext. ing carpets; dusting; and g e n e r a l l y - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 102c
cleaning assigned areas using the
Part-time, grant-funded. Sec- appropriate equipment; emptying
~'retary 1-EOC from the Executive and 'disposal of trash; replacing
Affairs Division. Provides clerical restroom supplies; cleaning
T.
1
support to the Director of the Educa- restrooms;cleaningwindows,light
1QCO S
tional Opportunity Center ·(EOC). fixtures, walls and ceilings; assistThe position works under limited ing in snow removal; other housesupervision and perfonns gen~ral keeping duties as needed, and other
clerical duties such as typing or key- duties as may be assigned. Mu st
Dinners served - Take Out Available
boarding letters, fonns, reports, etc., possess the ability to follow writ:
Phone 353-4853
11am • 8 pm
general reception duties s:1ch as tendirectionsandmaintainsimple
155S Gallia
greeting guests, answering telephones, relaying messages, filing,
copying and maintaining a clean and
orderly work area, requisitioning
supplies and the like. Must have up
to 12 months of knowledge nnd rdevanttraining beyond the high school
level, at least one year of related
experience, able to type at a speed
and acceptable accuracy of 50 wpm,
able to use correct grammar and
punctuation, able to perform noncomplex arithmetic calculations,
strong interpersonal skills, strong
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Home Medical Supplies

AS,a1wyo1
0ur Lady

0111111

•on1• Hoapital

301 Chillicothe St* Portsmouth, OH (614) 353-1311
1700 Winchester Ave. • Ashland, KY (606) 329-8089

(802) 954-7420
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